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FOREWORD 
This document represents the final report to the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration for work performed under Task Order E.4 to Contract NAS 3-23772. 
The task work span was from February 1987 through November 1988. This task 
addressed the Integrated Controls and Health Monitoring (ICHM) technology 
requirements for the Orbit Transfer Rocket Engine Technology Program. This is a 
summary report in that all material discussed herein was presented to the NASA 
program personnel at oral presentations or in the contractually required monthly 
program reports during active work on the task. 
The principle investigator was Frank Collamore. The NASA LeRC Task Monitors 
were Richard Dewitt and Marc G. Millis. The prototype displacement sensors were 
manufactured by ADE Corporation. 
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1.0 SUMMARY 
This report describes the development of a miniature multi-function turboma- 
chinery shaft displacement sensor using state-of-the-art non-contact capacitive 
sensing technology. Axial displacement, radial displacement, and speed are sensed 
using a single probe within the envelope normally required for a single function. 
As part of this development an industry survey of over 150 manufacturers was 
made to select the technology best suited for the application. Included in this inves- 
tigation were the following displacement sensing technologies: 
1. Inductive 
2. Capacitive 
3. Optical 
4. U1 trasonic 
Non-contact capacitive sensing technology was selected for further develop- 
ment based on a superior combination of sensitivity, size, frequency response, and 
environmental tolerance. 
The triple function capacitive sensor probe tip has three independent sensing 
electrodes which run in a groove in the shaft of the turbopump. The electrode on 
the tip measures the radial displacement of the shaft while the two side electrodes 
measure the axial displacement. One axial displacement sensor is used to measure 
speed by sensing a notch in the side of the groove facing one electrode. Sensors are 
excited from a high frequency oscillator. Diode assemblies in the probe tip create 
displacement signals as a direct current offset to the alternating current which is 
then measured and linearized by a signal conditioning unit. 
Two experimental triple function sensor probes were fabricated along with a 
laboratory type signal conditioning console unit. 
Performance tests are summarized as follows: 
1. Room temperature calibration tests showed that each sensor error band 
was within f: 1.0 percent over its operating range of 0.005 inch to 0.015 
inch. 
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1.0, Summary (cont.) 
2. Rotating tests with a turbopump shaft simulator showed good dynamic 
response and simultaneous measurement of two variables. (The signal 
conditioning console had only two channels.) 
3. Temperature compatibility tests were performed by immersing the sensor 
tip in liquid nitrogen (-320OF). These tests showed an indicated displace- 
ment shift greater than that expected from the change in dielectric con- 
stant between air and liquid nitrogen. Further investigations indicate that 
the potential causes for this shift are instability of the reference capacitors 
in the sensor tip, and changes in leakage capacitance of interconnections 
due to condensation or changes in material dielectric constants. 
Conclusions reached from this special phase of the development program are: 
1. Multi-function capacitive sensing is practical and provides an excellent 
means to reduce instrumentation penetration into turbomachinery 
housings. 
2. Capacitive sensing meets resolution and response requirements for high 
speed turbopump shaft displacement measurements. 
3. Additional development is needed to resolve the greater than expected 
low temperature shift. An improved design is defined herein. 
4. Development of a/small flight type conditioning unit is recommended to 
provide a flightweight sensor for rocket engine applications. A design is 
described herein. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
Aerojet has been investigating engine control and health monitoring tech- 
nologies for the Orbit Transfer Vehicle Engine under NASA contracts starting in 
1979. Over this period the emphasis has changed from strictly engine control to an 
integrated control and health monitoring system. This system requires a compre- 
hensive stream of data supplied by sensors measuring important engine parameters. 
Control and health monitoring system effectiveness is limited by the availabil- 
ity of suitable sensors. 
One area of particular interest is the measurement of rocket engine turboma- 
chinery internal dynamics. This task addresses this need. 
The purpose of this task is to investigate and develop a sensor to measure axial 
and radial displacements of turbomachinery shafts. The task was divided into the 
two following subtasks. 
1. Identify and evaluate approaches to measure the axial and radial dis- 
placement of turbomachinery shafts operating at high rotational speeds, 
and to select an approach which provides significant size reductions rela- 
tive to currently available proximity probes. Provide a test plan for evalu- 
ating the most promising approach by means of suitable experiments or 
bench tests. 
2. Fabricate or procure experimental probes of the design selected in the pre- 
vious subtask and to perform the experimental evaluation. Perform 
experiments to determine the feasibility of the selected approach and 
identify any improvements or modifications necessary to provide a reli- 
able sensor. 
The multi-function capacitive displacement sensor developed as part of this 
task is an extension of the capacitive sensing technology developed by ADE 
Corporation using their active sensor probe technique. This technology was further 
developed during this program to incorporate three independent sensors into a sin- 
gle sensor probe and to adapt it to sensing relevant turbomachinery parameters. A 
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2.0, Introduction (cont .) 
description of capacitive sensing and the active probe technology is included in 
Appendix B by David McRae of ADE Corporation. 
4 
3.0 EXPEFUMENTAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The initial task was to review the state-of-the-art technology and select the 
approach which will result in the best overall sensor to measure both axial and 
radial displacement. A major objective was to reduce the sensor size for improved 
installation while maintaining the high reliability required for space based applica- 
tions. 
3.1 SENSOR REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION 
A preliminary definition of sensor requirements was made in order to 
investigate and screen the various displacement sensor technologies that are cur- 
rently available. 
Table 1 lists requirements typical for a shaft displacement sensor to mea- 
sure shaft deflections of a high speed cryogenic rocket engine turbopump. 
TABLE 1 
DISPLACEMENT SENSOR REQUIREMENTS 
Range 
Resolution 
Error Band 
Repeatability 
Thermal Sensitivity Shift 
Temperature Range 
Frequency Range 
Pressure Range 
Material Compatibility: 
Liquid and Gaseous 
Liquid and Gaseous 
Liquid and Gaseous 
0.005 to 0.015 inch 
0.00001 inch 
f 1.0% of range 
f 0.25% of range 
k 0.005% of range/"C 
-253OC to +loooc 
0-10 KHz (*5% displacement 
error) 
0-10,000 psia 
Oxygen 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
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3.0, Experimental Model Development (cont.) 
3.2 SURVEY OF AVAILABLE SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
A survey of available technology was undertaken to determine the current 
state-of-the-art for displacement sensors, their capabilities, and applicability to the 
OTV turbomachinery. 
A library literature search was made yielding 122 items. The literature 
covered a wide range of transducer subjects including inductive, capacitive, 
ultrasonic, optical, and fiberoptic devices. 
Profiles from 151 companies listed in the "Sensor and Transducer 
Directory" which included displacement or proximity sensors in their product line 
were reviewed. Inquiries were set to 42 companies from this list which appeared to 
have applicable technology. Most of the responses which were received described 
devices and technology that were for industrial applications and did not have the 
accuracy and resolution needed. Examples of some of the commercially available 
displacement measuring instruments which most nearly meet our requirements are 
shown on Table 2. Included in this investigation are the following displacement 
measuring technologies: 
1. Inductive 
2. Capacitive 
3. Optical 
4. Ultrasonic 
The following assessments were made of the available technologies based 
on past experience combined with the results of this investigation: 
Inductive: 
Inductive displacement sensors measure the distance from the sensor to 
the target by generating a high frequency magnetic field. As the target moves toward 
the sensor coil eddy currents are generated in the target material which show up as 
losses in the oscillator bridge network. The variations in losses or distance are 
detected and used as a measurement of displacement. A typical block diagram of the 
sensor system is shown in Figure 1. 
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3.2, Survey of Available Sensor Technology (cont.) 
Inductive sensors are widely used for displacement sensing in industrial 
applications and machinery. Aerojet has used them successfully in rocket engine 
turbomachinery for non-cryogenic applications. Sensors are available as small as 
0.08 in. dia x 0.8 in. long. Larger diameter sensors measure larger displacements. 
Output is typically 200 mv per 0.001 inch. Frequency response is as high as 50KHz 
for some units. 
Some of the factors affecting the indicated displacement are: 
a. 
b. 
c. Temperature of sensor 
d. Temperature of target 
Target material resistivity and permeability 
Proximity of sensing tip to conducting material 
Multiple sensors in close proximity to each other can cause crosstalk and 
noise which will diminish their accuracy. 
Our recent experience in using inductive sensors at liquid nitrogen tem- 
peratures (-320°F) has indicated erratic behavior with large signal changes under 
constant displacement conditions. In another case where sensors were designed 
specifically for use in liquid hydrogen the performance appears to be better. The ini- 
tial calibration shows fairly good linearity from 0.005 to 0.015 inches. Zero shift is 
from zero to 0.003 inches from temperatures of -320'F to -411°F. To be useful the 
operating temperature must be known continuously and calibration curves at the 
appropriate temperature must be available or a temperature compensating signal 
conditioning unit is needed. 
Factors affecting calibration are: 
a. 
b. 
c. Lead resistance variations 
Coil resistance and temperature coefficient 
Target material resistivity and temperature coefficient 
Capacitive 
Capacitance displacement sensors use the capacitance between the sensor 
electrode and the target as an indication of distance. The circuit capacitance is 
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3.2, Survey of Available Sensor Technology (cont.) 
inversely proportional to the distance between the sensor electrode and the target. 
Because the measured capacitance is very small (in the picofarad range) it is neces- 
sary to eliminate the effect of probe and lead leakage capacitance which can be many 
times the measured capacitance. Several signal conditioning approaches are used to 
try to meet this objective. Figures 2 and 3 show diagrams of two commercially 
available capacitive instruments capable of precision measurements. The ADE 
instrument excites the capacitive sensor with a high frequency (3mHz) driver to 
provide a signal proportional to the tip capacitance. A diode/capacitor circuit 
located in the sensor tip converts the alternating current to a direct current signal 
which may be transmitted to the signal conditioning unit unaffected by lead capaci- 
tances. Frequency response of SOKHz is claimed with resolution better than one 
microinch for sensor to target separation in the range of 0.010 inches. Standard sen- 
sor probe diameters as small as 0.280 inches are available. No cryogenic temperature 
performance is claimed; however, with diodes and a reference capacitor as the only 
temperature sensitive elements in the probe tips performance is expected to be as 
good. 
The MTI instrument is an example of a passive capacitive displacement 
instrument. This instrument has no active electronics in the sensor tip. It uses a 
guarded circuit to eliminate the effects of stray and cable capacitance. The sensor 
configuration is shown in Figure 3. 
Because of this configuration its excitation frequency is much lower 
resulting in a frequency response of 5KHZ maximum. The standard sensor tip is 
0.25 inch diameter for a 0.010 inch range and has a resolution of 1x10-5 inches. 
Optical 
Optical displacement sensors use light reflected from the target as a means 
of measuring displacement. To obtain high resolution and accuracy special provi- 
sions are required. Some laser-based systems use triangulation to obtain displace- 
ment. These systems are usually bulky and not suitable for aerospace applications. 
One unique system which takes advantage of fiberoptic technology is rep- 
resented by an instrument manufactured by MTI. It measures light reflected from 
the target through a bundle of optical fibers. The arrangement is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of ADE Capacitive Sensor 
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Figure 3. MTI Sensor Configuration 
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3.2, Survey of Available Sensor Technology (cont.) 
The sensor system utilizes adjacent pairs of light transmitting and light receiving 
fibers. The basis for the sensing mechanism is the interaction between the field of 
illumination of the transmitting fibers and the field of view of the receiving fibers. 
At contact with the target no light is provided to the receiving fibers. As the gap is 
increased a rapid increase in light to the receiving fibers is realized until an optical 
peak is reached. Beyond that gap the light reflected to the receiving fibers decreases 
according to a square function. 
The system provides resolution in the microinch range with sensors as 
small as 0.063 diameter. Sensors have been made as small as 0.020 diameter with 
some loss in resolution. Problems due to differential expansion of the fiberoptic 
bundle and the metal sheath have occurred at cryogenic temperatures. Variations 
in surface reflectance and media opacity will result in measurement errors. In addi- 
tion, accurate measurements are difficult to achieve without on-line gap adjust- 
ments. 
Ultrasonic 
Ultrasonic displacement transducers measure distance by reflecting high 
frequency acoustic energy from the surface of the target and measuring the transit 
time. These systems have a resolution capability in the range of 0.001 in. which is 
inadequate for measuring rotor dynamics of high speed turbomachinery. In addi- 
tion, media temperature variations can introduce significant errors as sonic speed is 
a function of temperature. 
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF A CAPACITIVE SENSOR 
One of the most promising of the commercially available capacitive sen- 
sors found in the industry survey is the Microsense@ system by ADE Corporation. 
Its advantages for our application are: 
Sensitivity 
Standoff 
Range 
Frequency Response 
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3.3, Experimental Evaluation of a Capacitive Sensor (cont.) 
In as much as there was no experience or data on performance at tempera- 
tures below 40°F a test unit was provided by ADE for evaluation at cryogenic tem- 
peratures. The purpose of these tests were to determine if there were any functional 
problems in operating this type of capacitive sensor at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 
The experimental evaluation results are described in Appendix A. 
The configuration of the test unit is shown in Figure 5. The tests were per- 
formed with fixed displacement sittings using a fixture and test setup as shown in 
Figure 6 .  The test specimen was immersed in liquid nitrogen and the indicated 
displacement was recorded. The indicated displacement was corrected for the 
change of dielectric constant from 1.00 for air to 1.433 for liquid nitrogen at -320°F. 
A summary of the performance is shown in Table 3: 
TABLE 3 
CAPACITIVE SENSOR PERFORMANCE 
Run Number 1 4 5 
Indicated Change (mils) -0.621 -1.782 -0.943 
Displacement (mils) 11 15 11 
(+70"F to -320°F) 
Error % of Setting 5.65 11.88 8.57 
Thermal Shift % / O F  0.014 0.030 0.022 
The results of these tests showed that the sensor operated over the tem- 
perature range of +70"F to -320°F with no apparent physical damage. The shift due 
to temperature change is within acceptable limits for measuring shaft dynamics of 
turbomachinery. 
3.4 SELECTED TECHNICAL APPROACH 
The various approaches which are available to measure axial and radial 
displacement of high speed turbomachinery shaft were identified and evaluated. 
Evaluation was based on the following criteria: 
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3.4, Selected Technical Approach (cont.) 
a. size 
b. Resolution 
c. Displacement Measurement Range 
d. Temperature Effects 
e. Frequency Response 
f. Environmental Compatibility 
A subjective evaluation of the potential approaches is shown on Table 4. 
Of those listed, the capacitive technology offers the best potential for a miniature 
sensor compatible with the O W  environment, The capacitive transduction 
method appears to be the most stable under varying environmental conditions as 
capacitance is a function of the physical dimensions and dielectric constant of the 
media. A further advantage is that the capacitive sensor tip is the most adaptable to 
multiple function sensing. 
There are two approaches which are used for capacitive displacement 
sensing. These are: 
1. Passive sensing where the sensing probe contains only the sensing 
electrode and 
2. Active sensing which have rectifier diodes and a reference capacitor 
in the sensor tip. A comparison of the attributes of the two systems is 
as follows: 
Passive Active 
Frequency Response 
Resolution 
Linearity 
Temperature Stability 
5KHZ 40KHZ 
0.01% of Range --> 
0.2% of Range --> 
+ 
As a result of this investigation capacitive transduction using active 
sensing technology was selected for the experimental evaluation phase of the pro- 
gram. The determining factors in making the selection were: 
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3.4, Selected Technical Approach (cont.) 
1. The higher frequency response of the active sensing technique is 
required for some turbopump applications. 
2. The concept of a multi-function probe is easier to implement using 
active sensing technique. The shielded cables and guarded electrodes 
required for the passive system would be very difficult to implement. 
3.5 CAPACITIVE SENSOR DESIGN 
With the selection of non-contact capacitive sensing technology the design 
requirements for the experimental sensor were developed. These requirements are 
given on Table 5. Our approach to achieving the objective of providing a significant 
size reduction relative to currently available probes is to combine three sensors into 
a single probe of the size equal to that used by a single sensor currently available. 
This not only reduces the size required for a single sensor but also reduces the num- 
ber of penetrations into the turbopump housing. The three functions sensed are 
axial displacement, radial displacement, and speed. Figure 7 shows how this concept 
works. 
TABLE 5 
DISPLACEMENT SENSOR REQUIREMENTS 
Type 
Range 
Resolution 
Error Band* 
Repeatability* 
Thermal Sensitivity Shift* 
Temperature Range 
Frequency Range 
Pressure Range 
Excitation 
Signal 
Material Compatibility : 
Liquid and Gaseous 
Liquid and Gaseous 
Liquid and Gaseous 
Material: 
Body 
Electrodes 
*Design Objective 
Capacitive 
0.005 to 0.015 inch 
0.00001 inch 
f 1.0% of range 
f 0.25% of range 
+0.005% of range/"C 
-253OC to +loooc 
0-10 KHz (f5% displacement error) 
0-10,000 psia 
TBD 
TBD 
Oxygen 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
Monel K-400 
Silver, Nickel, Inconel 
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Diode Assembly 
Turbopump 
Shaft 
Figure 7. Triple Function Sensor Concept 
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3.5, Capacitive Sensor Design (cont.) 
The probe tip has three independent sensing electrodes which run in a 
groove in the turbopump shaft. The tip electrode measures the radial displacement 
of the shaft while the two side electrodes each measure the axial displacement 
between the side of the groove and the probe. A notch in one side of the groove in 
the shaft generates a speed signal in one sensor. The sensors are excited from a high 
frequency oscillator. Diode assemblies in the probe tip convert the signals to direct 
current which is then linearized by the signal conditioning unit. 
Figure 8 shows the envelope drawing of the triple function sensor. It is 
the same size as the miniature single function inductive probes currently used on 
the OTV oxygen turbopump. The sensing tip is 0.120 inch square by 0.080 inch long. 
3.6 DESCFUPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT 
The following experimental hardware was fabricated by ADE Corpora tion 
and delivered to Aerojet for testing and evaluation. 
(2) Three function capacitive displacement sensor probes 
(1) Oscillator-driven unit for one sensor probe 
(1) Set interconnecting cables 
(1) Model 3401 Microsense0 2 channel signal conditioning console 
Figure 9 shows one sensor and its driver. Figure 10 shows the sensor tip 
detail. Figure 11 is a signal conditioning console unit similar to that used except a 
digital display with 0.00001 inch resolution was provided. It also has a +lo volt dc 
analog output over its measurement range of 0.010 f0.005 inches. 
A block diagram of a single channel of the experimental sensor is shown 
in Figure 12. The amplifierllinearizer consists of current to voltage converters for 
both the positive and negative signals, a summing amplifier, a breakpoint stage to 
linearize the signal, and an output amplifier. The breakpoint stage is one method 
for linearizing the inverse characteristics of the capacitance vs distance produced by 
the sensor. It is a variable gain amplifier circuit which amplifies the signal by an 
amount dependent upon the magnitude of the signal itself. The result is to produce 
a linear output over the range of the sensor. 
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3.6, Description of the Experimental Unit (cont.) 
Figure 13 is the schematic diagram of the oscillator driver for the triple 
function sensor. A 3MHZ oscillator drives a transformer with multiple secondaries 
to excite the three sensors. Two corners of the diode ring are driven separately but 
in phase. The two resultant currents have equal, but opposite, non-zero mean val- 
ues when the probe and reference capacitances are unequal. The dc component of 
the current to the probe is proportional to the difference between the sensing 
capacitor and the reference capacitor. This current has the inverse relationship of 
the sensor to target displacement which is then linearized by the amplifier-lin- 
earizer. A more detailed description of the capacitive sensing system is contained in 
Appendix B. 
The following figures are design drawings which define the sensor. 
Figure 14 Sensor Assembly 
Figure 15 Sensor Housing 
Figure 16 Sensor Electrode 
Figure 17 Sensor Substrate 
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental triple function sensors were fabricated by ADE Corporation 
according to the design requirements established in Section 3.5. Two units were 
delivered and experimental testing was performed to determine the feasibility of the 
approach and to identify improvements or modifications necessary to provide a 
reliable sensor. 
This section describes the tests performed and the results achieved. The testing 
consisted of the following test series: 
Room temperature calibration 
Functional testing 
Cryogenic testing 
System characterization testing 
4.1 ROOM TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION 
The calibration tests were performed on each of the three sensors using a 
calibration test fixture as shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20. The calibration fixture 
uses differential screw translator with a non-rotating spindle and 5x10-5 inch gradu- 
ations. The target has a 0.25 inch radius comparable to the OTV turbopump shaft. 
Figure 20 shows a fixture modification to calibrate the axial displacement sensors. 
The tests were performed in one direction only to eliminate backlash 
effects in the translator mechanism. 
The console contains calibration and zero adjustments to adjust sensor 
span and set zero position. The digital readout on the console has resolution to 
0.00001 inches. An analog voltage output provides 2mV/microinch sensitivity. 
Range is from 0.005 inches to 0.015 inches. 
Figures 21, 22, and 23 show the deviation of the indicated displacement 
from the measured displacement as a percent of full scale range. One percent equals 
a 0.001 inch. 
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4.1, Room Temperature Calibration (cont.) 
Axial displacement measurements of sensors "B" and "C" as shown in 
Figures 22 and 23 were made with the radial gap set at 0.010 inches. These mea- 
surements were repeated with the radial gap set at 0.005 and 0.015 inches to deter- 
mine the effect of the radial gap and groove depth on the axial measurement. These 
results are shown on Figure 24. 
The results of these tests show that each of the three sensors in the probe 
tip provides an accurate measurement over its measurement range. The slight 
effect on the axial measurements due to the radial depth setting was probably due to 
some fringing effect as the sensing electrode approached the top of the groove. This 
indicates that for most accurate measurements the axial sensors should be calibrated 
for the expected nominal radial displacement. Also, a slightly deeper groove would 
be expected to reduce the effect of these variations. 
4.2 FUNCTIONAL TESTING 
Functional testing was performed to evaluate the sensor performance 
under simulated turbopump operating conditions. The purpose of the tests were to 
demonstrate operation of the axial and radial sensors while making simultaneous 
measurements on a rotating shaft. 
These tests were performed using a dynamic test fixture as shown in 
Figures 25 and 26. 
The test fixture has a shaft simulator with a groove for the sensor tip and 
is driven at approximately 12,000 RPM by a dc motor. The shaft simulator was made 
with two groove configurations to test the sensor characteristics. Configuration(1) 
has a groove 0.140 inch wide and 0.060 inch deep. The bottom of the groove has a 
0.003 inch steps at 90 degree increments around the circumference. Configuration(2) 
is similar except that it has 0.003 inch steps in the sides of the groove at 90 degree 
increments and the bottom of the groove is a constant depth. Figure 27 shows the 
sensor location in the groove in the shaft simulator. A dual beam digital oscillo- 
scope was used to measure the outputs of two of the three sensors simultaneously. 
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4.2, Functional Testing (cont.) 
Figure 28 shows the sensor outputs using the configuration(1) shaft simu- 
lator. Channel 1, of both figures, is sensor "At which measures the radial displace- 
ment of the bottom of the groove. The scale is 0.002 inches per division. This 
clearly shows the steps machined in the bottom of the groove. 
Sensor "B" and "C" are the axial displacement sensors which measure the 
axial displacement of the sides of the groove. These are shown on channel 2 and are 
scaled at 0.001 inch per division. The variations in displacement shown are imper- 
fections in the machining of the groove. 
Figure 29 shows the results using the shaft simulator of the second config- 
uration. All sensors ar scaled at 0.005 inch per division. Sensor "A" shows the 
radial runout of the bottom of the groove due to the offset caused by the set screw 
which clamps the simulator to the motor shaft. Sensor "B" and "C" shows the pat- 
tern of the steps in the sides of the groove. Sensors B and C measure the steps in 
opposite sides of the groove. 
These tests demonstrate that a multi-function capacitive displacement 
sensor probe is practical and will make simultaneous measurements of radial and 
axial displacements of a rotating shaft. Speed measurements can be made by 
providing a notch in one axial groove surface. On line calibration can also be 
accomplished by using a known depth of the speed notch. 
These tests demonstrated that the output of the sensors were repeatable 
and each sensor provided an independent measurement with no indication of cross 
talk between sensors. 
4.3 CRYOGENIC TESTING 
Following the successful testing of the three function sensor probes at 
room temperature testing was performed to evaluate performance at cryogenic tem- 
peratures. The purpose of these tests were to evaluate the sensor probe performance 
at temperatures expected in turbopump for liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. 
Liquid nitrogen at -320°F was used for these tests. 
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4.3, Cryogenic Testing (cont.) 
The test setup is shown in Figure 30. The sensor was installed in the cali- 
bration test fixture using a 0.25 inch radius target to simulate the turbopump shaft. 
The sensor gap was set and a measurement made at room temperature. Then the 
sensor tip and target were immersed in liquid nitrogen. This test showed that as the 
sensor was immersed in liquid nitrogen there was a substantial shift in displace- 
ment reading which could not be accounted for by the difference in dielectric con- 
stant between air and liquid nitrogen or any differential thermal expansion of the 
test fixture. An example of these test results are shown in Table 6. It was noted that 
as the sensor was removed from the liquid nitrogen and the liquid in the sensing 
gap evaporated that the indicated displacement changed as would be expected due to 
the difference in dielectric constant from liquid to gas. Then as the temperature 
increased to room temperature the indicated displacement returned to near its orig- 
inal value. 
These tests indicate that there is a component or components in the sensor 
tip that are changing with temperature. An examination of the design indicates that 
the potential problems may be: 
1. An unstable reference capacitor. The reference capacitor consists of a 
lead from the diode assembly which is suspended above an electrode 
on the printed circuit board in the probe body to form an air dielectric 
capacitor. Differential expansion of the diode lead and the ceramic PC 
board could cause the gap between electrodes to change thus changing 
the reference capacitor value. 
2. Condensation could take place within the probe body and on the PC 
board which could change the inter lead leakage capacitances of the 
probe circuit. Liquid oxygen condenses at liquid nitrogen tempera- 
tures. 
It is noted that this problem did not occur during testing of the commer- 
cial version of the capacitive sensor described in Section 3.3. 
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TABLE 6 
CRYOGENIC TEST RESULTS 
Condition 
In Air at Ambient Temperature 
Indicated Gau (Mils) 
10.63 (1) 15.54 (2) 
Immersed in LN2 3.04 (3) 4.95 
Removed from LN2, Gap Dry 4.20 7.20 
After 1 Minute 5.00 8.60 
After 2 Minutes 5.39 9.90 
After 3 Minutes 5.78 10.90 
After 4 Minutes 6.15 
Returned to Room Temp 10.84 
(1) Test #1 gap set at 0.010 inches using a feeler gage 
(2) Test #2 gap set at 0.015 inches using a feeler gage 
(3) Instrument off scale 
15.44 
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4.3, Cryogenic Testing (cont.) 
The construction of the commercial sensor tip differed from the triple 
function prototype unit in several respects. Its reference capacitor was of a similar 
configuration as the sensor capacitor and the tip electronics were encapsulated in 
epoxy. In the design of the triple function unit it was necessary to change compo- 
nents and component layout to accommodate three sensors in the smaller sensor 
probe. The electronics were assembled on a miniature printed circuit board which 
was located in the body of the probe. The assembly was not encapsulated. The effect 
of these differences may account for the poor performance at cryogenic tempera- 
tures. 
4.4 SENSOR SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION 
The characterization of the sensor system was performed to provide a 
better understanding of the system operation and to provide a basis for 
recommending improvements to provide a reliable sensor. Tests were performed 
to measure the dc current to the signal conditioning console, the ac component of 
the signal, and supply voltages to the probe. 
Figure 31 shows an electrical schematic of one sensor element of the probe 
and its drive unit. The drive unit has additional transformer secondaries for each of 
the other two sensors in the probe. 
The excitation voltage applied to the sensor was measured and is 58.5 volts 
RMS at 2.9MHZ as shown on Figure 32. Equal, in phase, voltages are applied to the 
two opposite corners of the diode ring. As the sensor tip to target distance changes, 
an unbalance in the diode circuit occurs resulting in dc current flowing in the trans- 
former windings and to the external signal conditioner. 
The signal currents at the two output terminals of the probe circuit were 
measured using 1000 ohm resistors in series with the signal lines as shown in 
Figure 31. The signal current as a function of sensor tip gap is shown on Figure 33. 
It can be seen that after shifting the zero axis to account for a bias current, the signal 
current follows very closely to the inverse characteristics which is expected as the 
distance between the sensing capacitor electrodes are changed. 
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4.4, Sensor System Characterization (cont.) 
Experiments were performed to measure the ac component (noise) of the 
output current signal from the sensor probe. Measurements were made across the 
1000 ohm resistor in series with the output lead. Figure 34 is an oscilloscope trace of 
the ac component of the signal current. The ac component is filtered from the dc 
signal by the signal conditioning console. The sensor probe was then immersed in 
liquid nitrogen to determine if the low temperature affected the noise characteris- 
tics. No significant change in noise level was observed as shown in Figure 35. From 
these experiments it would appear that there was no significant change in noise 
generation as a result of operation at low temperature. However, the shift in dis- 
placement reading, as previously reported, was still present. 
Tests were performed to measure the forward voltage of the diode assem- 
blies at room temperature and -320°F. Three sample diode rings of four diodes each 
were tested at two current levels. The results are shown on Figure 36. A significant 
increase in forward voltage is evident at -320°F. 
However, according to ADE Corporation, the change in diode forward 
voltage is not expected to cause a significant measurement error because of the rela- 
tively high voltage applied to the sensor tip. This is borne out by tests performed on 
their commercial unit with the results shown in Appendix A. 
4.5 IDENTIFICATION OF IMPROVEMENTS 
Triple function sensing of turbomachinery displacement and speed func- 
tions have been successfully demonstrated as part of this development program. A 
thermal shift problem was identified during cryogenic testing of the sensor probe 
with possible causes linked to instability of the reference capacitor and changes in 
capacitance leakage paths due to possible condensation and material dielectric con- 
stant changes. 
The following improvements and modifications have been identified to 
overcome the deficiencies found in the experimental sensor probe and to provide a 
reliable displacement sensing system for rocket engine applications. 
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Figure 35. Signal Noise at -320°F 
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Typ. Conn for Forward 
Voltage Measurement 
V1-2 Example 
R1 J 4 )  
28 Volt 
DCPS t 
v1-2 
I Sample 
Temp 
2MA 
v1-2 
V2-3 
v3-4 
V4-1 
0.2MA 
v1-2 
V2-3 
v3-4 
V4-1 
2MA R1 = 13.8 K OHM 
O.2MA R1 = 132.3 K OHM 
#1 #2 #3 I 
700F I -320OF 1 70OF 
.432 ,652 .429 
.429 .652 ,432 
.431 .652 .427 
.428 .650 .430 
.317 .616 .315 
,316 .614 .319 
.317 .616 .315 
.315 .613 ,316 
,650 .438 .659 
.653 .438 .659 
.650 .433 .654 
.649 .434 .655 
.613 .323 .620 
.613 .323 .619 
.614 .320 .613 
.610 .321 ,617 
Figure 36. Diode Forward Voltage Measurement 
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4.5, Identification of Improvements (cont.) 
1. Improved Sensor Probe 
An improved design incorporating the following features is proposed 
to eliminate these problems and provide a smaller and more reliable sensor. 
Temperature stable reference capacitors 
Miniature diode/capacitor assembly integrated into the sensor tip 
substrate using hybrid techniques 
Reduced stray capacitance in the sensor circuit 
Encapsulated sensor tip electronics to seal out condensation and 
stabilize interconnections 
A sketch of the improved sensor tip with its integrated electronics are 
shown on Figure 37. The electronic assembly consists of 12 Schottky diodes and 
three capacitors connected as shown in Figure 38. The Schottky diodes are available 
in chip form size 0.015 inch square and are connected by a wire bonding process. 
The reference capacitors are three 0.1 pF MOS capacitors on a single 0.20x0.30 sub- 
strate. Their temperature coefficient of capacitance is specified at -5 PPM/OC. The 
diodes and capacitors are assembled on the ceramic sensor tip and there encapsu- 
lated to seal out contaminants which could cause changes in interconnecting lead 
capacitances. The sensor tip is then installed into the sensor probe unit. 
2. Compact Flight - Type - Signal - Conditioner 
The capacitive displacement sensing system requires an oscillator / 
driver to provide power to the sensing tip and a linearizing circuit to convert the 
inverse relationship between the signal and the sensor-to-target distance to a 
straight line function. The laboratory console units, because of their size and envi- 
ronmental considerations, are not suitable for rocket engines. A compact flight type 
unit is required for this system to be practical for engine applications. 
Figure 39 shows the functional blocks of a Driver/Signal conditioner 
unit for the triple function capacitive sensor. A block diagram of a single channel of 
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Figure 37. Sensor Tip/Electronics Subassembly 
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4.5, Identification of Improvements (cont.) 
the capacitive displacement measurement system is shown on Figure 40. A 
multiplier-divider linearizing technique which uses a single integrated circuit com- 
ponent is shown. The output of the multiplier-divider has the relationship of 
Vout=X(y)+Z where Z is the input from the sensor and X and Y are scaled constants. 
As the output (Z) from the sensor has an inverse relationship to distance of 
Z=Kl(l/d) the output from the multiplier-divider is a linear function of 
VOU t =K2(d). 
By using integrated circuits and surface mount technology the driver- 
signal conditioner unit for the triple function sensor can be packaged on a small 
printed circuit board. A conceptual drawing for this unit is shown on Figure 41. 
The driver/signal conditioner unit is located within 8 inches of the sensor probe 
and must be designed to withstand the environments in close proximity of the 
components being monitored. 
3. Additional Sensor Approaches 
The multi-function capacitive displacement sensing technology pro- 
vides a high degree of flexibility for sensing electrode configurations. The ceramic 
tip and electrode shapes may be custom designed for specific applications. Examples 
of future potential applications are: 
Value Position Sensor - Figure 42. The capacitive displacement 
sensor probe may be configured to provide a redundant valve 
position sensor by measuring radial displacement of a tapered hole 
in the valve pintle extension. It provides redundant capability in a 
much smaller size than an LVDT. 
Multi-Function Shaft Monitor - Figure 43. By modifying the sensor 
tip electrode configuration, three sensing elements can provide the 
following four measurements on a turbopump shaft: 
Radial displacement in 2 axes at 90 degrees 
Axial displacement 
Speed 
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4.5, Identification of Improvements (cont.) 
Rolling Contact Bearing Health Monitor. Miniature single func- 
tion sensor may be using the same technology and could be used 
for applications such as bearing health monitoring using bearing 
outer race displacement techniques. These capacitive sensors have 
the frequency response and resolution required for this application. 
Multiple sensors can be accommodated by a single driver-signal 
conditioning module. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
An experimental sensor was developed to measure axial and radial displace- 
ments of high speed turbomachinery shafts and to provide a significant size reduc- 
tion relative to currently available proximity probes. Following an investigation of 
available technology, capacitive sensing was chosen as the best technology to 
achieve the task objectives. Capacitive sensing technology provides the small size, 
adequate sensing range, resolution and frequency response needed for sensing tur- 
bomachinery shaft dynamics at speeds exceeding lOOK RPM. 
Capacitive sensing was achieved using miniature sensing electrodes. A multi- 
function probe with advantages of small size and reduced number of penetrations 
through the turbomachinery housing was demonstrated with negligible fringing 
affects. Major accomplishments of this task were the development of an 
experimental three function displacement sensor probe and proof of the concept 
through testing. The experimental unit, which was built within the same envelope 
as a miniature single function inductive sensor probe, contained three independent 
sensors to simultaneously measure axial displacement, radial displacement, and 
speed. The following experiments were performed to evaluate the sensor's 
capabilities: 
1. Room temperature calibration tests demonstrated that each sensor per- 
formed over its operating range of 0.005 inch to 0.015 inch with an error 
band of less than f 1 percent of its range. 
2. Functional testing using a dynamic test fixture to simulate a turbopump 
installation, demonstrated simultaneous axial and radial displacement 
measurements. Speed measurements can be made by providing a notch 
in one of the axial measurement surfaces. 
The tests demonstrated that the output of the sensors were repeatable and each 
sensor provided an independent measurement with no indication of cross talk 
between sensors. 
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The multi-function capacitive displacement sensing technology provides a 
high degree of flexibility for aerospace applications. The ceramic sensor tip is 
amenable to custom electrode shapes for applications such as redundant valve posi- 
tion sensors, multi-function machinery shaft monitors and bearing health 
monitoring. This project has demonstrated that multi-function capacitive dis- 
placement sensing is practical and an excellent means to reduce the size and 
complication for monitoring turbomachinery shaft dynamics. Improvements have 
been identified to provide a useful and reliable sensing system. 
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5.0, Conclusions (cont.) 
3. Temperature compatibility tests were performed by immersing the sensor 
probe in liquid nitrogen ( - 3 2 O O F ) .  These tests showed an indicated dis- 
placement shift greater than that expected from the difference in the 
dielectric constant between air and liquid nitrogen. These tests indicated 
that there is a component or components in the sensor tip that are 
changing with temperature. Examination of the design indicates that the 
potential causes are instability of the reference capacitors in the sensor tip, 
and changes in leakage capacitance of interconnections due to condensa- 
tion or material dielectric constant changes. 
The following improvements and modifications have been identified to over- 
come the deficiencies found in the experimental sensor probe and to provide a reli- 
able displacement sensing system for rocket engine applications. 
1. An improved sensor probe design which incorporates hybrid techniques 
to provide a miniature diode/capacitor assembly mounted directly on the 
sensor tip. Encapsulated electronics are used to seal out condensation and 
stabilize interconnections. 
2. A compact sensor driver and signal conditioning module which is suitable 
for rocket engine installation. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF CAPACITIVE SENSOR 
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1. PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENT. The purpose of this experiment was to 
evaluate the ADE Microsense capacitive displacement sensor at cryogenic tempera- 
tures. Our recently completed survey of displacement sensor technology indicated 
that capacitive transduction provides one of the best approaches available for 
measuring radial and axial displacement of high-speed turbomachinery shafts. One 
of the most promising of the commercially available capacitive sensors is the 
Microsense system by ADE Corporation. Its advantages for our application are: 
Sensitivity 2MV/p inch 
Standoff 0.010 inch 
Range f 0.005 inch 
Frequency Response 40 KHz 
The manufacturer has no experience or data on performance at tempera- 
tures below 40'F. This experiment is to provide information on sensor performance 
at temperatures to -320'F. 
2. EQUIPMENT BEING EVALUATED. 
ADE Console Model 3401-R001, S/N 862712 
ADE Probe Model 2159, S/N T8565 
ADE Driver Model 2035, S/N D10146 
See Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP. The experimental setup is shown on Figures 3 
and 4. The sensor probe was mounted in a clamping fixture which allows the dis- 
placement to be set at a specified value. A Type T thermocouple is attached to the 
body of the sensor to measure sensor temperature. The sensor driver unit was 
clamped in a holding fixture to suspend the sensor assembly above a dewar filled 
with liquid nitrogen. Temperature is measured using an Omega Model 2168A digi- 
tal thermometer. Displacement is measured using the ADE 3401 console and a 
FLUKE 8050A digital voltmeter. Displacement resolution is 0.5 microinch. 
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4. TEST PROCEDURE. 
A. Adjust the sensor in the fixture to a displacement of 0.011 inch and 
clamp in position. 
B. Record temperature and indicated displacement at room tempera- 
ture. 
C. Fill dewar with LN2 to approximately 1 inch from the top. 
D. Suspend sensor and fixture above the LN2 surface. 
E. Record temperature and indicated displacement as temperature 
decreases to approximately -200°F. 
F. When temperature reaches approximately -200°F, immerse the fix- 
ture and sensor in LN2 until the indicated displacement stabilizes. 
Record data. 
G. Raise the sensor above the LN2 and record data as the temperature 
increases. 
H. Remove sensor from LN2 environment and record data after tem- 
perature stabilizes at room temperature. 
I. Repeat procedure with displacement set at 0.013 and 0.015 inch. 
5. TEST RESULTS. The significant test results are shown in Figures 5, 6, and 
7. 
Run Number 1 4 5 
Displacement (mils) 11 15 11 
Indicated Change (mils) -0.621 -1.782 -0.943 
( +70°F to -320°F) 
Error % of Setting 5.65 11.88 8.57 
Thermal Shift %/OF 0.014 0.030 0.022 
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During testing, the time to reach --200°F was 30 to 40 minutes. As the 
temperature approached -2OO0F, the bottom of the test fixture contacted the LN2 but 
the gap between the fixture and sensor was free of liquid. During immersion, the 
indicated displacement was corrected for the dielectric constant of LN2 at - 
320°F=1.433. 
Examination of the sensor following the tests in LN2 disclosed no visible 
damage. 
6.  DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS. The purpose of these tests were to 
determine if there were any functional problems in operating the ADE capacitive 
sensors at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Potential problems were: (1) performance 
of the diodes in the sensor tip and (2) possible cracking of the glass insulation. 
There was no evidence of a problem in either case. The shift due to temperature 
change is well within acceptable limits for measuring shaft dynamics of turbo- 
machinery. 
These tests were limited in scope and not considered to be calibration tests. 
Calibration under these test conditions would require a more extensive setup and 
fixturing. 
A review of the equipment and test conditions indicates the following 
potential sources of errors and thermal shift. 
A. Fixture Shift During Thermal Cycle 
The fixture shift appeared to be minimal in the tests reported. The 
indicated shift in displacement when the unit was returned to room 
temperature was less than 0.0001 inch. 
B. Variation in Dielectric Constant of LN2 
The indicated displacement of the sensor was corrected for the dielec- 
tric constant of LN2 at -320'F (1.433). There is a possibility of con- 
tamination with water which could dissolve into the LN2 from 
contact with air and has a high dielectric constant. It was noted that, 
as the testing progressed, the negative error increased. Note that 
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Run No. 5, which was taken two days later than run No. 1 showed a 
larger negative shift. 
Differential Expansion of Materials 
The test fixture was made of Kovar, while the body of the sensor was 
303 stainless steel. (It was originally thought that the sensor was 
made of Kovar.) At -32OoF, the differential expansion between 
Kovar and 303 SS would result in 0.001 inch increase in displace- 
ment. During the transient condition from room temperature to - 
2OO0F, the effects of differential expansion are unknown because the 
temperatures of the fixture and sensor are not the same. It is 
expected that the fixture is colder than the sensor during cooldown. 
Increase in Diode Forward 
Typically, the forward voltage of silicon diodes increases as the tem- 
perature decreases. This could result in a decrease in sensor current, 
causing an indicated increase in displacement. 
Effect of Stray Capacitance at Sensor Tip 
The indicated displacement in LN2 was corrected for the change in 
dielectric constant between the sensor tip and target. However, 
there was also a change in leakage capacitance in the gap between 
the electrodes and the target. This effect could increase the 
measured capacitance and cause the sensor to indicate a shorter dis- 
placement than was calculated. 
The following is an assessment of the previously noted error sources 
on typical turbomachinery installations. 
1. Fixture Shaft 
Not applicable. 
2. Variation in Dielectric Constant 
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Contamination is not likely to be a factor; however, temperature 
will cause a change in the dielectric constant of liquefied gas. 
Example for: 
-dE - = 0.0024PC- 
dt 
-de - = 0.0034PC LH2 dt 
3. Differential Expansion 
This must be considered during the design. 
4. Increase in Diode Forward Voltage 
Probably not a significant error. Can be corrected by calibration at 
operating temperature. 
5. Stray Capacitance 
This may be a significant error factor. Can be corrected by cali- 
bration in the applicable media at operating conditions and the 
use of guarded electrodes. 
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TABLE 1. Displacement Sensor Requirements 
Range 0.005 to 0.015 inch 
Resolution 0.00001 inch 
Error Band 
Repeatability k 0.25% of range 
Thermal Sensitivity Shift 
f 1.0% of range 
f 0.005% of range/"C 
-253OC to + 100°C Temperature Range 
Frequency Range 0-10 KHz (f 5% displacement 
error) 
Pressure Range 0-10,000 psia 
Material Compatibility: 
Liquid and Gaseous oxygen 
Liquid and Gaseous Hydrogen 
Liquid and Gaseous Nitrogen 
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Probe Type: 
Probe Mounting: 
Probe Cable Length: 
Probe Active Area Diameter: 
Minimum Distance from probe 
center line to target edge 
for accurate measurements: 
Nominal Standoff 
(Probe-to-Target Spacing): 
Total Standoff Range: 
Gage Full Scale Display Range: 
DISP 
a) f .005" 
b) k. 001" 
c) f . 00058t 
TABLE A-1 
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 1.3 
Rear-Panel Output Voltage: 
Displacement: 
TIR: 
Linearity: 
Resolution: 
Operating Temperature Range: 
Temperature Stability: 
Power Requirements: 
2 159/2035K 
Refer to Probe Drawing 
Approx. 10 feet 
.066" 
Same as Active Area Diameter 
.0112" 
.0051g to .0175@# 
TIR 
0 to .005" 
0 to .001" 
0 to .00051t 
+1OV - f.005" 
0 to 1OV = 0 to . 005"  
0.4% of Full Scale 
As limited by noise 
40F (4C) to 130F (54C) 
5 microinches / degree F 
115 VAC, 50/60 Hz 
Frequency Response: 
Displacement ( 3 d B  down): 40 WIz ,  typical 
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APPENDIX B 
NON-CONTACT DIMENSIONAL GAGING USING CAPACITIVE SENSING 
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Non-Contact Dimensional Gaging 
Using Capacitive Sensing 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
There are many instances where 
dimensional information is needed about 
an item which cannot, or should not, be 
touched. Runout of a machine spindle is 
to be measured as it rotates at thoua- 
ands of RPM. The thickness of ceramic 
slurry needs to be controlled prior t o  
baking. Flatness of silicon wafers must 
be determined in a "clean room" envir- 
onment without scratching the highly 
polished wafer surface. These and many 
other problems may be solved using one 
of the non-contact, dimensional gaging 
techniques. 
An array of products utilizing 
non-contact techniques are available. 
Thece products have been developed not 
for use as simple proximity sensors. 
but truly for precise dimensional gag- 
ing The "contact analogue" is a micro- 
meter rather than a li m i t  switch. These 
products all share some advantages by 
virtue of thejr non-contact operation: 
No surface damage. A non-contact tech- 
nique w i l l  not scratch a shiny surface, 
indent a soft surface nor contaminate a 
pristine surface. 
No part distortion. Contact gaging 
methods always generate forces on the 
measured part. To resist these forces 
the part is often clamped. The deflect- 
ions resulting from these contact and 
clamping forces may seriously impair 
measurement accuracy on thin, soft or 
flexible items. There are no contact 
forces involved with non-contact tech- 
niques and often no need to clamp, EO 
the part will not be in a distorted 
condition when measured. 
No probe wear. Contact methods are 
subject to wear of the probe t i p ,  
particularly if abrasive materials are 
being measured or if the probe is being 
dragged across the measured surface. 
Additionally, a contact probe is often 
an aeeembly of bearings, springs and 
other mechanical components which are 
also subject to wear. Probe wear rep- 
resents a source of error and also a 
maintenance concern. Most non-contact 
probes are all-electronic and they do 
not contact the measured surface, so 
there is no probe wear. 
Faster Heasurerenta. Although speed 
capabilities vary greatly, as a general 
rule the rate at which measurements are 
made with non-contact equipment is 
faster than with contact equipment. No 
time is expended bringing the probing 
surface(s) in contact with the measured 
part and frequency response of the gage 
is not limited by the inertia of any 
mechanical hardware. 
In addition to those advantages 
listed above (which are generic to non- 
contact dimensional gaging techniques), 
each individual technique also has its 
own distinct advantages. These may make 
one technique a compelling choice over 
all others for a specific application. 
For instance, ultrasonic equipment has 
outstanding range capability (tens of 
feet) and eddy current equipment can 
accurately measure metallic objects 
under thick layers of oil or dirt. 
Armed with an appreciation of the 
capabilities of these techniques, one 
can make an appropriate choice to solve 
the dimensional gaging problem at hand. 
This article will focus on just one of 
the non-contact options. the capacitive 
gaging method. 
1.2 CAPACITIVE GAGING 
"Capacitance varies with the 
distance between two conductive 
plates". This simple electrical effect 
was first harnessed as a displacement 
transduction technique at the beginning 
of this century. Today it is one of the 
prominent non-contact options for s o l v -  
ing dimeneional gaging problems. Driven 
largely by the challenging demands for 
better quality control in the semi- 
conductor and computer industries, an 
array of capacitive gaging tools have 
evolved which are now used in a diverse 
range of manufacturing-related applic- 
at ions. 
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Capacitive gaging techniques share 
the advantages listed above which are 
generic to all non-contact methods; 
namely that measurements can be taken 
rapidly without damaging or distorting 
the surface of the measured part and 
without any probe wear. Additionally, 
capacitive gaging techniques have the 
following advantages and character- 
istics : 
High Frequency Response. For the great 
majority of practical applications, 
frequency response is never a problem. 
Products are available with frequency 
response ranging up to 100 kHz or 
higher. This is an important character- 
istic to consider when making dynamic 
measurements. 
High Hesolution. Some capacitive gages 
are capable of measuring diaplacemente 
of less than one microinch. 
No Haterial Calibrations. Capacitive 
gages are insensitive to variations in 
resistivity of conductive materials, BO 
there is no need to recalibrate when 
measuring different metals. 
Can Meaeure Dielectrics. Some glass, 
plastic, rubber and ceramic parte can 
be measured, although dedicated calib- 
rations are normally required. 
Variety of Ranges. Capacitive gages can 
be configured to operate over a variety 
of ranges, from approx. one thousandth 
of an inch up to about one inch. 
Easy to b e .  Equipment setup is relat- 
ively easy. Most products are portable 
and modular in design. The same gage 
can be used for a variety of measure- 
ment. tasks, r;tatic and dynamic. 
Capacitive gaging will riot meet 
t h e  requirements of every dimensional 
gaging application, no single technique 
can. However its versatility makes it 
worthy of consideration whenever one 
is confronted with a challenging gaging 
problem. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Many capacitive sensing techniques 
have been dt:velopf:d over the yeara for 
dimensional gaging usage. Today, two 
techniques predominate and they are the 
focus uf thiri particular article. 
The simplest capacitive gage 
consists of a probe, a cabre and an 
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electronics package. In some hardware 
configurations, the electronics is 
entirely separated from the probe by 
means of a long cable. This config- 
uration .is referred to a8 a "passive 
probe" design. In other hardware con- 
figurations, some electronics is placed 
in the probe housing, with more 
electronics at the end of a long cable. 
This configuration is referred to as an 
"active probe" design. 
Regardless of the hardware config- 
uration, the same transduction method 
applies. The probe tip incorporates a 
sensor which is positioned directly 
above the target surface. The sensor 
and the target surface may be consid- 
ered as two plates of a capacitor; the 
air gap between the two as the cap- 
acitor dielectric. The "driver" portion 
of the electronics supplies excitation 
to the sensor, thereby setting up an 
electric field between sensor and 
target. The level of voltage or current 
in the transduction electronics is 
proportional to the capacitance of the 
tip/target combination. This, in turn, 
is a direct function of tip-to-target 
separation. Thus, by monitoring voltage 
applied to the sensor ("passive probe" ) 
or current flow to the sensor ("active 
probe"), the remote electronics can 
accurately determine the distance 
between tip 'and target. 
In reviewing the elementary ttreory 
of the capacitive transduction mct.hod, 
let us assume that the target (item to 
be measured) is flat, conductive and 
grounded to the instrument electronics 
(Later the implications of t.3rget 
shape, of imperfect grounding and of 
measuring non-conductive materials will 
be discussed). Placing a flat plate 
sensor in close proximity to such a 
t a r g e t  effectively creates a parallel 
plate capacitor (see Figure 1 )  The 
electrical capacitance of it is given 
by : 
c = K*Eo*A/d . . .  equation ( i )  
where: C is the capacitance. 
I( is the dielectric constant of 
the medium between the plates. 
Bo is the permittivity of free 
space. 
A is the plate area. 
d is the distance between the 
plates. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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FIGURE 1 CAPACITIVE SENSING MODEL 
In most applications the aensor 
area is smaller than the target area, 
so sensor area is the appropriate 
substitution for ‘ A ‘ .  Furthermore, for 
a specific application, the 6ensor area 
wa6 determined at manufacture and 
therefore may be considered a constant. 
In most applications, the dielectric 
medium between the plates is air. Air 
has a dielectric constant of 1.0006 and 
it varies little with temperature and 
humidity changes. Therefore it too may 
be considered a constant. Thus equation 
( i )  reduces to the following for a 
spec i f i c -  application: 
1 - 1  
v = *  
FIGURE 2 PASSIVE PROBE TRANSDUCTION 
SCHEME (SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATICi 
Simple circuit theory applied to 
the scheme illustrated in Figure 2 ,  
yields the following equation: 
C = ki/d . . .  equation (ii) 
V = ip/k?*f*C ... equation (iii) 
where: ki is a constant (including EO. 
K and A ) .  
Equation (ii) suggests a classical 
t, ran sd uc t ion re 1 a t ions h ip ex i s t 8 here ; 
namely that change in a mechanical 
parameter (distance, in this case) 
causes an electrical effect (change in 
capacitance). 
2 . 2  PASSIVE PROBE TECHNOLOGY 
Many common hardware designs 
employing the capacitive sensor are 
“passive probe” based. As stated 
before, the name reflect6 the fact that 
the probe ha6 no active (i.e. electr- 
onic) components. In its simplest form, 
the sensor plate is attached to the 
center core of a coaxial cable and the 
plate is encased in a non-conductive 
housing to electrically isolate the 
sensor from its clamp. (A more useful 
probe design will be discussed in 
Section 2.2.3). At the other end of the 
cable, the electronics package forces a 
constant amplitude, alternating current 
through the cable and sensor-target 
capacitance. A simplified schematic of 
this arrangement is shown in Figure 2 .  
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where: V is the voltage across the cap- 
acitance, (the measured output). 
i p  is  the amplitude of alternat- 
ing current flowing. (maintained 
constant by the driver). 
k2 is a constant involving 
conversion of the units of 
measure. 
f is the frequency of alternat- 
ing current flowing, (maintained 
constant by the d r i v e r ) .  
C is the sensor-target capacit- 
ance, (if the cable capacitance 
is ignored. eee Section 2 . 2 . 3 ) .  
For a specific application, we 
have already determined that C = kl/d. 
(see equation (ii)). Substituting this 
into Equation (iii) and consolidating 
constants yields: 
V = k8.d . . .  equation (iv) 
Equation (iv) conveys the attract- 
ive simplicity of the passive probe 
approach. The voltage resulting from 
the impreased current need only he 
appropriately scaled and biased to be a 
direct measurement of target position. 
, 
I 
I 
Two key  aeeumptiona were 
t h e  s i m p l i f i e d ,  t h e o r e t i c a l  
made i n  
mode 1 
d i a c u a e e d  above .  One was t h a t  t h e  cable 
c a p a c i t a n c e  c o u l d  be i g n o r e d  and t h e  
second was t h a t  t h e  a e n s o r - t a r g e t  
combina t ion  is a c t i n g  as a p e r f e c t l y  
i d e a l ,  p a r a l l e l  p l a t e  capacitor. 
I n  f a c t ,  t h e  cable C a p a c i t a n c e  i n  
t h i s  s imple  model is  much larger t h a n  
t h e  s e n s o r - t a r g e t  c a p a c i t a n c e  and 
a p p e a r e  i n  parallel  w i t h  it. To p r e v e n t  
r e l a t i v e l y  minor s h i e l d i n g  " l e a k s "  or 
o t h e r  seemingly  small c a b l e  c a p a c i t a n c e  
changes  from d w a r f i n g  t h e  c a p a c i t a n c e  
changes  a t  t h e  s e n a o r ,  t h e  s h i e l d  of 
t h e  c a b l e  i a  a l so  d r i v e n .  I t  is d r i v e n  
s e p a r a t e l y ,  b u t  a t  t h e  same p o t e n t i a l  
and i n - p h a s e  w i t h ,  t h e  cable core and 
s e n s o r .  T h i e  is r e f e r r e d  t o  as 
" g u a r d i n g "  t h e  c a b l e .  By u s i n g  good 
q u a l i t y  c a b l e  and d r i v i n g  i t a  s h i e l d ,  
c a b l e  r u n s  of 10 feet  o r  more are q u i t e  
p r a c t i c a l .  
The second a s s u m p t i o n ,  t h a t  t h e  
e lectr ic  f i e l d  between s e n s o r  and 
t a r g e t  is a perfect a n a l o g  o f  an  i d e a l  
pa ra l l e l  plate c a p a c i t o r ,  can  a l so  be 
made t r u e  enough w i t h  s l i g h t  modif-  
i c a t i o n s  t o  t h e  simple probe model 
d e s c r i b e d  above .  While t h e  electric 
f i e l d  l l n e s  may w e l l  be p a r a l l e l  near 
t h e  c e n t e r  o f  t h e  s e n s o r .  t h e y  a r e  n o t  
n e a r  t h e  e d g e s .  The f i e l d  t e n d s  t o  
' s p r e a d  o u t '  from t h e  small  s e n e o r  to 
t h e  l a r g e  t a rge t  (see F i g u r e  3 8 ) .  T h i s  
phenomenon is c a l l e d  "fringing" and 
d i s t o r t s  t h e  i d e a l  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n  
( C = k i / d )  d e t e r m i n e d  above .  I f  l e f t  
unchecked,  it would r e s u l t  i n  non- 
l i n e a r i t y  o f  t h e  o u t p u t  s i g n a l ,  t o  a 
d e g r e e  d e t e r m i n e d  by t h e  r a t i o  of 
sensor size t o  separat ion gap ( i . e .  for 
a g i v e n  s e n s o r - t o - t a r g e t  gap, smaller 
s e n s o r s  would be less l i n e a r  t h a n  
larger s e n s o r e ) .  
F o r t u n a t e l y ,  a r e l a t i v e l y  simple 
a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  probe d e s i g n  s u c c e s s -  
f u l l y  removes t h i s  p o t e n t i a l  problem. 
Another  p l a t e  is added t o  t h e  p r o b e ,  
c o n c e n t r i c  w i t h  t h e  c e n t r a l  s e n s o r  
p l a t e ,  and s e p a r a t e d  from it by a 
r e l a t i v e l y  t h i n  i n s u l a t o r .  T h i s  second 
p la te .  is r e f e r r e d  t o  as  a "guard" o r  
" g u a r d  ring". I t  is c o n n e c t e d  t o  t h e  
( d r i v e n )  a h i e l d  of t h e  c o a x i a l  p r o b e  
c a b l e ,  so t h a t  it too is a t  t h e  same 
p o t e n t i a l  and i n - p h a s e  w i t h  t h e  s e n a o r .  
T h e r e f o r e  t h i s  g u a r d  r i n g  a l so  e e t a b l -  
i s h e e  an  e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  w i t h  t h e  target  
a n d ,  c r u c i a l l y ,  t h i s  f i e l d  i n t e r r e c t a  
w i t h  t h e  s e n s o r  f i e l d .  The n e t  e f fec t  
is t o  coll imate t h e -  sensor f i e l d  and 
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move t h e  f r ine ing  f i e l d  t o  t h e  ex t rem-  
i t iee  of t h e  guards' f i e l d  ( B e e  F i g u r e  
3b). S i n c e  t h e  c u r r e n t  i n  t h e  g u a r d i n g  
c i r cu i t  is n o t  t h e  t r a n s d u c e r  o u t p u t  
(see F i g u r e  4 ) .  f r i n g i n g  of its f i e l d  
is of no consequence .  H a p p i l y ,  w i t h  t h e  
a e n s o r a '  f i e l d  now v i r t u a l l y  i d e a l ,  a n  
i n h e r e n t l y  l i n e a r  o u t p u t  is o b t a i n e d .  
Fringing 
(a) Unguarded Probe 
(b) Guarded Probe 
FIGURE 3 "FRINGING' I FFECTS 
I  
I l l r  
(Transductlon Circuii) 
. In.Phase Current -----'I- rGuard Circuit) 
I- 
T- 
FIGURE 4 PASSIVE PROBE 1 RANSDUCTION 
(PRACTICAL DESIGN) 
I 
Guarding h a s  two o t h e r  b e n e f i t s .  
Because t h e  s e n s o r e '  f i e l d  d o e s  n o t  
f r i n g e ,  a g u a r d e d  p r o b e  c a n  measure 
closer to  t h e  edge of a target t h a n  an  
unguarded probe ( t h e  s i z e  of t h e  f i e l d  
a t  t h e  target  is e f f e c t i v e l y  smal le r ) .  
Also a guarded  p r o b e  is much l e a s  
a e n e l t i v e  t o  any l e a k a g e  p a t h 6  from 
sensor to  p r o b e  h o u s i n g .  Thia  l e a k a g e  
may be due  t o  a contaminat .ed p r o b e  face 
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( e . g .  o i l  o n  t h e  t i p )  or a n o n - i d e a l  
i n s u l a t o r  be tween  t h e  s e n s o r  a n d  its 
h o u s i n g .  When a g u a r d  s u r r o u n d s  t h e  
sensor ,  t h e  o n l y  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  electr- 
i c a l  p o t e n t i a l  acrose a n  i n s u l a t o r  
l a y e r  is be tween  t h e  g u a r d  and  t h e  
probe h o u s i n g ,  o u t s i d e  of t h e  t r a n s d -  
u c t i o n  c i r c u i t .  On t h e  n e g a t i v e  s i d e ,  
a d d i n g  t h e  g u a r d  i n c r e a s e s  t h e  probe 
h o u s i n g  s i z e  f o r  a g i v e n  s e n s o r  s i z e  
a n d  may increase t h e  c o a t ,  d e p e n d i n g  o n  
t h e  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  me thods  and  materiala 
u s e d .  
I t  is  o b v i o u s  from E q u a t i o n  ( i v )  
t h a t  t h e  o u t p u t  is i n h e r e n t l y  l i n e a r ,  
so n o  " l i n e a r i z e r "  as s u c h  is r e q u i r e d .  
( A p a r t  from some f i n e  l i n e a r i t y  
a d j u s t m e n t s  made t o  t h e  e l e c t r o n i c s  
when m a n u f a c t u r e d  t o  c o m p e n s a t e  f o r  
s l i g h t  i m p e r f e c t i o n s  i n  t h e  assumed 
para l le l  f i e l d  and also f o r  n o n - i d e a l  
f r o n t  e n d  c i r c u i t r y ) .  
Most common c o m m e r c i a l l y  a v a i l -  
able  p a s s i v e  p r o b e s  are  c o n s t r u c t e d  as 
a n  a s s e m b l y  of machined  c y l i n d r i c a l  a n d  
t u b u l a r  p a r t s .  One face of t he  c y l i n d e r  
a c t s  as t h e  s e n s o r ,  a larger  d i a m e t e r  
t u b e  ac t s  a s  t h e  g u a r d  and a y e t  larger 
d i a m e t e r  t u b e  acts as  t h e  probe hoU6- 
i n g .  The  c y l i n d e r  a n d  t u b e s  are  t y p -  
i c a l l y  f a b r i c a t e d  from s t a i n l e s s  s tee l  
or a luminum.  Between e a c h  of t h e s e  
meta l l ic  p i e c e s  is a n  i n s u l a t o r  l a y e r ,  
q u i t e  o f t e n  a n  epoxy compound t h a t  is 
p o t t e d  i n  place (see F i g u r e  5 ) .  For 
b e t t e r  s t a b i l i t y  a t  h i g h e r  cost ,  g lass  
I 'Hwsina 
Sansor 
Insulator Rlng 
(D) Guarded Probe 
\\\Guard Ring 
Insulator Alng 
Housing 
FIGURE 5 PROBE FACE OUTLINE I 
preforms are u s e d  a n d  t h e  a seembly  is 
f i r ed  t o  create a f u s e d  seal  a t  t h e  
glass-to-metal i n t e r f a c e s .  F i n a l l y ,  t h e  
s e n s o r  . end  of t h e  a s s e m b l y  is ground  
a n d  p o l i s h e d  a n d  a t  t h e  o p p o s i t e  e n d ,  a 
cable c o n n e c t o r  is a t t a c h e d .  
A more r e c e n t  p r o b e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  
t e c h n i q u e  u t i l i z e s  ceramic s u b s t r a t e s  
w i t h  t h i c k  f i l m  electrodes p l a t e d  on  
o n e  f a c e .  T h i a  o f fe rs  c o n s i d e r a b l e  
d e s i g n  f l e x i b i l i t y  o v e r  t h e  t r a d i t i o n a l  
probe c o n s t r u c t i o n  method.  A s q u a r e  o r  
r e c t a n g u l a r  SenCOr is as  e a s y  t o  f a b -  
r i ca te  as a round  o n e .  The  g u a r d  
e l e c t r o d e  c a n  b e  l o c a t e d  w i t h i n  a few 
t h o u s a n d t h s  of a n  i n c h  of t h e  s e n s o r  
e l e c t r o d e ,  ensu t . i ng  e x c e l l e n t  s e n s o r  
f i e l d  c o l l i m a t i o n .  The t h i c k n e s s  o f  t h e  
p l a t e d  ceramic piece is o n l y  a b o u t  
0 . 0 2 0 "  which permits t h e  m a n u f a c t u r e  o f  
v e r y  t h i n  p r o b e s  ( t h e  s i z e  and  s h a p e  o f  
a t o n g u e  d e p r e s s o r ,  f o r  i n s t a n c e ) .  
P l a t e d - t h r o u g h  h o l e s  allow f o r  s o l d e r -  
i n g  of l e a d s  t o  b o t h  e l e c t r o d e s  b e h i n d  
t h e  s e n s o r  face. The ceramic p i e c e  is 
n o r m a l l y  bonded i n t o  a metal l ic  p r o b e  
h o u s i n g  which  s h i e l d s  t h e  a t t a c h m e n t  
l e a d s ,  carries t h e  BNC c o n n e c t o r  and 
a l l o w s  for c o n v e n i e n t  f i x t u r i n g .  
The d r i v e r  e l e c t r o n i c s  which 
d r i v e s  t h e  COnStarit c u r r e n t  t h r o u g h  t h e  
s e n s o r  is a n  . )p*xra t iona l  a m p l i f i e r  
c i r c u i t .  E x c i t a t i o n  vol tag t .  and  f r e q  
uency  i 6  l i m i t e d  tiy a m p l i f i e r  bandwid th  
and  dynamic  rarige. v o l t a g e s  a r e  t y p -  
i c a l l y  u p  t o  20 v o l t s  p e a k - t o - p e a k .  
f r e q u e n c y  is l i m i t e d  t o  a b o u t  15 kHz. 
P r o b e  c u r r e n t s  a re  on  t h e  o r d e r  of  
nanoamperes .  The raw o u t p u t  is a n  AC 
v o l t a g e  and  must  be demodu la t ed  in 
order  t o  separate  t h e  s i g n a l  v o l t a g e  
f rom i ts  carrier.  A s y n c h r o n o u s  demod- 
u l a t o r  is t y p i c a l l y  u s e d  f o r  t h i s .  Span 
and  z e r o  ad jus t . rnent  c o n t r o l s  may a l s o  
b e  p r o v i d e d .  
Many d e s i g n s  a re  " z e r o - b a s e d "  ; 
meaning  t h e  output .  s i g n a l  is zero  v o l t s  
a t  " t o u c h "  and  is  t10 v o l t s  a t  i ts  max- 
imum r a n g e .  I n  p r a c t i c e ,  o p e r a t i n g  a t  
o r  n e a r  t h e  p o i n t  where  t h e  p r o b e  
toucht:ti t h e  t.argi.1, i t ,  iindsri i rah lc t  , and 
r u n 8  1 .oun te r  to t , ) l r -  i n t e n t l o r ,  i j f  m a k  i r t W  
non-contact measui -monts .  In  many cane0 
t h e  t o t a l  measurement  r a n g e  c a n n o t  
r e a l i s t i c a l l y  be u s e d  b e c a u s e  o f  t h i s .  
O t h e r  d e s i g n s  a v o i d  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n  by 
o f f s e t t i n g  t h e  o p e r a t i n g  r a n g e  so t h a t  
it ex i s t s  a b o u t  6 0 m e  nomina l  s t a n d o f f  I 
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2.3 ACTIVB PROBE TECHNOLOGY 
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By locating some driver circuitry 
in the probe itself and using more 
sophisticated electronics remotely, it 
becomes possible to meet more demanding 
measurement specifications. 
In order to meet the individual 
measurement needs of a customer, cap- 
acitive gaging manufacturers routinely 
"juggle" parameters such as sensor 
size, operating range, nominal standoff 
(sensor-to-target gap) and bandwidth. 
It is fair to say that active probe 
technology affords greater flexibility 
in making those tradeoffs. It is also 
true that active probe technology can 
solve problems which cannot even be 
addressed with passive probe technol- 
ogy. Examples include measuring thick 
dielectric materials and measuring high 
frequency dieplacements (tens or hund- 
reds of kilohertz). 
In its simplest form, the sensor 
plate in an active probe design is 
attached to the center core of a 
shielded wire only a few inches long. 
At the other end of this wire a small 
electronics package drives the sensor 
with a constant amplitude, alternating 
vo l tage .  The assembly is encased in a 
nonconductive housing to electrically 
isolate the sensor from its clamp. ( A  
more useful and practical probe design 
will be diecu~sed in Section 2.3.3). A 
long length of multi-wire cable runs 
from the probe driver package to the 
remote electronics. The remote electr- 
onics provides DC power to the driver 
and processes the probe signal. in this 
caRe the probe curren t .  
A simplified schem.atic of the 
active probe arrangement is shown in 
Figure 6. Simple circuit theory applied 
to this scheme yields the following 
equation: 
C 
i = k,V,fC 
FIGURE 6 ACTIVE PROBE TRANSDUCTION 
(SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC) 
V p  is the amplitude of altern- 
ating voltage applied to the 
circuit, (maintained constant by 
the driver). 
f is the frequency of the appl- 
ied voltage (maintained constant 
by the driver). 
C is the sensor-target capac- 
itance, (if the shielded wire 
capacitance is ignored, see 
Section 2 . 3 . 3 ) .  
For a specific application, we 
have already determined that C = ki/d 
(see equation (ii)). Substituting into 
equation (v) and consolidating the 
constants: 
i = ks/d . . .  equation (vi) 
Equation (vi) shows that in the 
case of an active probe, the electrical 
output (current) is i n v e r s e l y  related 
to the measured quantity (target pos- 
ition). Clearly, the remote electronics 
will need some linearizing capability 
to provide the desired result; output 
which is linearly related to target 
position. (Two methods used to accomp- 
lish this are explained in Section 
2.3.4.) 
1 = k~*Vp*f*C . . .  equation (v) 
3 P- 
where: i is the resultant current 
flowing in the circuit, (the 
measured output). 
k4 is a constant involving conv- 
ersion- of the units of measure. 
The same assumptions made in the 
simplified theoretical model of a pass- 
ive probe were also made abovo in the 
model for an active probe; namely that 
the capacitance of the cable between 
B-8 
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the sensor and its driver could be 
Ignored, and that the sensor-target 
combination is acting as a perfectly 
Ideal, parallel plate capacitor. An 
additional practical problem in this 
case is that the transduction output 
signal is a high frequency, alternating 
current with a mean value of zero, 
regardless of target position. 
To combat the inevitable capac- 
itance changes in the wire between the 
sensor and ita driver and to produce 
outputs with a non-zero mean, a diode 
ring and a second driver-sensor-target 
combination is introduced (see Figure 
7). The second sensor plate, called a 
"balance electrode" sets up an electric 
field with its own target, called a 
"tuning plate". Both of these plates 
are buried within the probe tip 
housing. The diode ring lies between 
the sensor-target capacitor and the 
balance capacitor. Two corners of the 
diode ring are driven separately but 
in-phase. The two resultant currenta 
have equal but opposite, non-zero mean 
values when the two probe capacitances 
are unequal. Their RF components are 
filtered out in the driver electronics, 
leaving only the DC component (or 
signal frequency component in the case 
of oscillating targets). Therefore, a 
DC current proportional to the dlffer- 
ence of the two probe capacitances is 
obtained. Since the balance electrode- 
to-target gap is fixed at initial 
manufacture, the DC probe current is 
directly related to sensor-to-target 
gap only. 
The end result is that a current 
is generated which bears an inverse 
relationship to sensor-to-target gap, 
(per equation (vi) above). Despite the 
fact that the sensor is driven with a 
high frequency oscillator. the output 
is now an easily handled DC (or signal 
frequency) current. The symmetrical 
arrangement of a probe capacitor on 
each aide of a diode ring, accounts for 
the excellent stability of the active 
probe. Any stray capacitance changes 
affecting both capacitors will tend to 
cancel. 
The non-ideal fringing field 
between sensor and target can be made 
virtually ideal by using a guard ring 
to collimate the sensors' field, (as in 
the paeaive probe case). Alternatively. 
since ita only effect I s  to slightly 
distort the reaultant *' i = ks/d '* 
relationship, the distortion can be 
corrected by using an appropriate 
1 ineariz ing txchn lque . 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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FIGURE 7 ACTIVE PROBE TRANSDUCTION 
(PRACTICAL DESIGN) 
2 3 . 4  
It is obvious from Equation (vi) 
that the transduction scheme is not yet 
complete. The desired output ie a 
volt.3.qe which is linearly related to 
distance, rather than a curren t  which 
is inversely related to distance. 
Several linearizing schemes are in use. 
t h e  two most common being the 
"breakpoint" scheme and the "multiplier 
-divider" scheme. In either case. an 
op. amp stage in the front end circuit 
of the remote electronics first 
converts the incoming signal current 
into A voltage useful for further proc- 
essing: 
Vfe = ks*i 7/d . . .  equation ( v i i )  
where: V f e  is the front end amplifier 
output voltage. 
ks & k7 are constants. 
A breakpoint linearlter is a 
piecewise-linear, variable gain amplif- 
ier circuit. The general form of its 
transfer function is shown in Figure 8. 
I t  amplifies the voltage from the front 
end circuit by an amount dependent upon 
the magnitude of the voltage itself. 
Large input voltages (resulting from 
large probe currents, in turn reniilting 
film 1 I I C  target h i n g  C I O H N  1 . < 1  t .h#. 
n(.rliivr ) are amp1 1 f ied lesa than amal 1 
iriput voltages. The net effect ie to 
"pull' the larger voltages down. 
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(a) Signal Function I (b) Breakpoint Linearirer Transfer Function 
Decreasing Gain 
I 
- 
d 
FIGURE 8 BREAKPOINT LINEARIZING SCHFMI: I 
(c) Linearirer Output 
T h i s  scheme  works  f i n e  o v e r  t h e  
r a n g e  of t a r g e t  p o s i t i o n  of greatest  
i n t e r e s t .  However when t h e  target gets 
e x t r e m e l y  close t o  t h e  s e n s o r ,  t h e  
g r a d i e n t  of t h e  s i g n a l  i n c r e a s e s  a t  
s u c h  a r a p i d  ra te  t h a t  t h e  number of 
d i s c r e t e  g a i n  stagee n e e d e d  would 
l i k e w i s e  increase r a p i d l y .  T h i s  becomes 
burdensome i n  h a r d w a r e  a n d  o n l y  s e r v e s  
t o  e x p a n d  t h e  o p e r a t i n g  r a n g e  of t h e  
t r a n s d u c e r  i n t o  a r e g i o n  where  c o n t a c t  
be tween  s e n s o r  a n d  target  is more 
l i k e l y .  T h e r e f o r e  a minimum s e n s o r  
- to- target  d i s t a n c e  is s t i p u l a t e d  by 
t h e  m a n u f a c t u r e r ,  beyond which  a n  
" u n d e r r a n g e "  c o n d i t i o n  e x i s t s .  T h i s  
d i s t a n c e  is  r e f e r r e d  t o  as "near  s tand-  
off". 
When t h e  t a rge t  is  a l o n g  way f rom 
t h e  s e n s o r ,  t h e  r e v e r s e  c o n d i t i o n  
e x i s t s ;  t h e  o u t p u t  c u r r e n t  v a r i e s  v e r y  
l i t t l e  w i t h  r a t h e r  large c h a n g e s  i n  
g a p .  To m a i n t a i n  good p e r f o r m a n c e ,  t h i s  
r e l a t i v e l y  i n v a r i a n t  r e g i o n  is a l so  
e x c l u d e d  from l i n e a r i z a t i o n .  A maximum 
s e n s o r - t o - t a r g e t  d i s t a n c e  is  s t i p u l a t e d  
by t h e  m a n u f a c t u r e r  beyond which  a n  
" o v e r r a n g e "  c o n d i t i o n  exis ts .  T h i s  is  
referred t o  as  "far s t a n d o f f " .  
So t h e  z o n e  be tween  n e a r  s t a n d o f f  
and  f a r  s t a n d o f f  i s  l i n e a r i z e d  by t h e  
b r e a k p o i n t  s cheme  a n d  t h i s  d e f i n e s  t h e  
o p e r a t i n g  r a n g e .  After l i n e a r i z a t i o n ,  
t h e  o u t p u t  v o l t a g e s  are t y p i c a l l y  DC 
o f f s e t  so t h a t  t h e  o u t p u t  a t  n e a r  
s t a n d o f f  is +10 v o l t s  and  t h e  o u t p u t  a t  
f a r  f i t a n d o f f  is -10  v o l t s .  The  t r a n s -  
d u c t i o n  h a r d w a r e  is s a i d  t o  operate 
o v e r  p l u s  a n d  m i n u s  some d i s t a n c e  a b o u t  
a " n o m i n a l  s t a n d o f f " ,  where  t h e  o u t p u t  
is ze ro  v o l t s  (see F i g u r e  9 ) .  F o r  
example  a r a n g e  of + / -  0.005" a b o u t  a 
nomina l  s t a n d o f f  of 0.011'' means t h a t  
t h e  h a r d w a r e  w i l l  p r o d u c e  a l i n e a r i z e d  
o u t p u t  when t h e  s e n s o r - t o - t a r g e t  gap is 
be tween  0 . 0 0 6 "  and  0 . 0 1 6 " .  
FIGURE 9 RANGE DEFINITIONS 1 
The b r e a k p o i n t  l i n e a r i z i n g  scheme 
is  v e r y  v e r s a t i l e  b u t  i t ' s  n o t  p e r f e c t .  
S i n c e  t h e  a m p l i f i e r  g a i n  stages are  
d i s c r e t e  ( 1 0  b r e a k p o i n t s  is  t y p i c a l ) ,  
and  t h e  i r iput  t o  t h e  b r e a k p o i n t  c i r c u i t  
is a smooth  c u r v e  ( V f e  k s / d ) ,  t h e  
o u t p u t  is n o t  a p e r f e c t l y  smoo th  s t r -  
a i g h t  l i n e .  The l i n e  is t h e o r e t i c a l l y  a 
series of s h a l l o w  s c a l l o p s ,  b u t  i n  
pract ice  appears  as  a close a p p r o x -  
i m a t i o n  of a v e r y  s h a l l o w  s i n u s o i d .  
T h i s  d e v i a t i o n  f rom a s t r a i g h t  l i n e  is 
v e r y  min ima l  and  d e t e r m i n e p  t h e  
n o n - l i n e a r i t y  of t h i s  t r a n s d u c t i o n  
scheme ,  t y p i c a l l y  0 . 1 %  t o  0 .2% of t o t a l  
o p e r a t i n g  r a n g e .  T h i a  is q u i t e  compar- 
able t o  t h a t  of p a s s i v e  probe h a r d w a r e .  
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The v e r s a t i l i t y  of t h e  b r e a k p o i n t  
method  arise^ from t h e  fac t  t h a t  any 
s m o o t h ,  c o n t i n u o u s  c u r v e  may be l i n e a r -  
i z e d  s i m p l y  by a d j u s t i n g  t h e  s h a p e  of 
t h e  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n .  A " p e r f e c t "  i n v -  
erse r e l a t i o n s h i p  is n e i t h e r  a s ~ u m e d  
n o r  n e e d e d .  S i g n a l s  from unguarded  
s e n s o r s  are  l i n e a r i z e d  as e a s i l y  a8 
t h o s e  f rom g u a r d e d  o n e s .  Special  
c a l i b r a t i o n s  c a n  b e  g e n e r a t e d  f o r  t h i c k  
d ie lec t r ic  m a t e r i a l s  w h e r e ,  i n  t h e  
a b s e n c e  vf a n y  g r o u n d e d  t a r g e t .  t h e  
electric f i e l d  l i n e s  loop a r o u n d  f rom 
s e n s o r  f a c e  t o  t h e  g r o u n d e d  h o u s i n g  of  
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the probe. Even though this case is 
difficult to model analytically, the 
relationship between probe current and 
dielectric target position may be found 
empirically. Then an appropriate set of 
breakpoints can be developed to linear- 
ize the output for this particular 
combination of sensor and dielectric 
material. 
The second major linearizing tech- 
nique for active probes is known as the 
multiplier-divider method. Here an IC 
called a logarithmic multiplier-divider 
chip is the critical component. This 
chip has the following characteristic; 
if three voltages X,Y and Z are applied 
to the three input pins of the chip, 
the following voltage appears on the 
output pin: Vout = X*Y/Z . Therefore if 
the signal voltage out of the front end 
amplifier (Vr.0.) is made "Z", and "X" 
and "Y" are properly scaled constant 
voltages, the output voltage from the 
chip will be linearly related to the 
sensor-to-target distance: 
Vout = X*Y/Vte 
= L7*d 
Since the scheme clearly assumes 
an ideal inverse relationship between 
input signal and sensor-to-target dist- 
ance, the multiplier-divider scheme 
works best with guarded probes. 
Non-linearity is typically in the 0.2% 
to 0 . 4 %  range. Unguarded probes can 
also be mated to these linearizers if 
greater non-linearity can be tolerated, 
or if secondary linearizing means are 
available. Operating range is usually 
defined about a nominal standoff in the 
same way as for a breakpoint linearizer 
and for similar reasons. 
Generally speaking, construction 
choices for active sensors are the same 
as for passive sensors. The sensor/ 
insulator/(guard) assembly may either 
be an assembly of machined pieces or a 
thick film plated ceramic item. 
However the probe is not ae 
simple. A balance electrode (and i t s  
target) needs to be placed behind the 
sensor, and the diode ring wired to 
both. The other two corners of the 
diode ring are wired to the driver 
electronics a few inches away. Therje 
electronics are assembled, on a small 
printed circuit bo.ayd which is potted 
in place in the probe housing. A lorig 
OFPIGtNAL PAGE IS 
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multi-wire cable and connector is 
normally supplied as part of the probe. 
Active probes are clearly more 
complex and costly to manufacture. 
However given their advantages. the 
extra effort and expense is often 
warranted. 
The driver electronics in the 
probe utilizes a simple two-transistor 
oscillator to excite the sensor. A 
nominal frequency of 3 MHz and voltage 
of 180 Volts peak-to-peak is used. (The 
drive frequency being about 200 times 
faster than for a passive probe 
accounts for the much higher frequency 
response of active probe designs). The 
probe cable carries DC voltage to power 
the driver and returns low-level 
(microamps), signal-frequency current 
to the remote electronics. 
The remote electronics includes a 
regulated DC,supply for the driver 
electronics, a front end amplifier and 
linearizer circuit, and calibration 
controls. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous section identified 
the two primary capacitive sensing 
technologies and highlighted circuit 
differences between them. When it comes 
time to select actual hardware to solve 
a particular measurement problem, more 
specific information and guidance is 
needed. This section offers some advice 
in that regard. 
3.2 ACTIVE VERSUS PASSIVE 
Part of the selection process 
will, no doubt, center on the relative 
aeritt; of tht: active and paesive 
technologies offered. Performance and 
characteristics of the two schemes are 
compared below : 
Frequency Response. This is a 
mea~ure of how faithfully displacement 
amplitudes are transduced as frequency 
of motion increases. It is an important 
specification to consider whenever tar- 
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get motion is to be measured, (e.g. 
vibrating, rotating or reciprocating 
parts). Active transducers are at least 
an order of magnitude better than pase- 
ive transducers in this respect. 
The fundamental limitation on 
frequency response is the sensor excit- 
ation frequency. As noted in Section 
2.3.6, active sensors are driven at 3 
MHz, passive sensors at 15 kHz (max.), 
a 200:l advantage! Practical bandwidth 
of passive probe hardware is in the 3 
kHz to 5 kHz range, standard active 
probe hardware is in the 40 kHz range. 
However the 40 kHz does not represent a 
design limit, but rather a judicious 
filtering choice (bandwidth is delib- 
erately reduced to improve resolution). 
Instrumentation with 100 kHz response 
(and higher) is available but there is 
little market for it. 
Measurement Resolution. This is a 
measure of the smallest increment of 
displacement which can be resolved. The 
ability to resolve signal change is 
limited by signal noise so this 
specification is normally quoted as the 
RMS value of noise on the displacement 
signal. 
Signal noise is a system variable 
for both active and passive schemes. 
Active hardware noise decreases with 
larger sensors, smaller operating range 
closer standoffs and decreased band- 
width. Passive hardware noise is 
similarly affected, but also decreases 
with a shorter cable length. Ihtil 
recently, active hardware wa6 clearly 
lower in noise than a comparable 
passive hardware system, again by about 
an order of magnitude. It is therefore 
capable of much finer resolution. 
Recent R & D work at ADE Corporation 
has led to new designs uhich narrow 
that gap considerably. 
Linearity. This is a measure of 
deviations from the ideal "straight 
line" relationship between target dis- 
placement and voltage output over the 
stated operating range. For comparable 
hardware, there is little difference in 
linearity between active and paflsive 
schemes, both are available in the 0.1% 
to 0.2% range. However the ultimate in 
linearity would be achieved with a 
large, well guarded, passive 6ensur. 
Drift. This refers to the change 
in output due to time alone. It can be 
an important specification for- applic- 
atlons involving long measurement 
cycles with no ability for drift comp- 
ensation. With no electronic components 
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in the probe, a well-designed passive 
probe will drift less. 
Temperature Stability. This refers 
to the effect of temperature changes on 
the instrument output. Passive probe 
schemes are not only inherently less 
sensitive to temperature, but also can 
be more easily designed for temperature 
extreme6 at the probe. 
Cable Length. Cable length between 
the probe and remote electronice is 
typically 8 to 10 feet on standard 
hardware of either design. Increasing 
cable length on passive designs incr- 
e a ~ e s  noise and 80 degrades measurement 
resolution. Fifty feet represents a 
prac%ical upper limit. This is not the 
case with active designs. cables are 
routinely supplied in lengths up to 
several hundred feet. 
Cost. Certainly at probe and board 
level, active hardware can be several 
times more expensive than passive hard- 
ware. At instrument or system level 
this disparity is greatly reduced since 
other costs are generally insensitive 
to the active/paesive decision. 
3.3 SELECTING A SKNSOR 
Regardless of the outcome of the 
a;:t,ive/passive decision, a sensor will 
need to be chosen. The size and shape 
of the sensor are the critical decis- 
ions here. A few general guidelines 
f iJ 1 low : 
Larger senaor~ can support larger 
operating ranges. If this is not 
intuitively obvious. refer to equation 
(i). This indicates that if the "Sensor 
Area/Standoff" ratio is kept constant, 
the resultant capacitance of the 
sensor/target combination is also kept 
constant. Some manufacturers use this 
to advantage by offering only one 
configuration of remote electronics. 
This one configuration can operate over 
any operating range (within reason), 
simply by switching to larger or small- 
er sensors. 
While this approach clearly offers 
some flexibility, it also is rather 
limiting. There are many occasions when 
more range is needed, but a larger 
~if-nsor is too big for the inspected 
part (refer to discussion of Spatial 
Resolution below). And ConverselY, 
there are many applications where the 
inspected part is large and extremely 
fine displacements-need to be measured. 
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A larger sensor with the same operating 
range would offer batter resolution and 
stability but cannot be supported by 
the remote electronics at that range. 
So the alternative approach is to 
offer a family of front end/linearizer 
boards, each dedicated to a particular 
sensor size and operating range. This 
is the approach taken by ADE Corp- 
oration with their active probe 
products, (refer to Figure 1 0 ) .  By 
offering a variety of sensor sizes for 
any particular operating range, it is 
possible to make a more optimal choice. 
i 
W m 
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I Sensor Sizes (Inches Dia.) I 
FIGURE 10 AVAllABLE "SENSOR SIZE/OPERATING 
RANGE" COMBINATIONS 
(ADE ACTIVE PROBES) 
1  
Larger sensors have better resol- 
ution and stability (for a given 
operating range). If this I S  not obv- 
ious, refer to equations ( i )  81 (v). 
These equations indicate that, all 
other parameters being equivalent, the 
transduction current from :in active 
probe is proportional to sensor area. 
This implies that the signal-to-noise 
ratio improves with larger sensors, and 
this translates into finer mtsasurement 
resolution and better signal stability. 
The same is true for passive probes. 
Smaller sensor6 have better epat- 
ial resolution. The only advantages of 
a smaller sensor, other than it may 
mean a smaller probe package to fixt- 
ure, is its ability to measure smaller 
parte, to measure closer to the edge of 
a part and to properly resolve smeller 
surface features. Recall from Section 
2 . 1  that, for the parallel plate cap- 
acitor analogy to hold true, the sensor 
is normally smaller than the target. 
(If the sensor is larger. then the 
electric field distorts and this imp- 
acts linearity of the measurement. The 
scnsor also becomes sensitive to lat- 
eral placement/movement of t.he target; 
both are ueually unwant,ed effects). 
Fringing of the eentiorfl' f j f . 1 0  muet be 
considered too. a6 it also affects the 
size of the field at the target. The 
goal is to keep all of the electric 
field on the surface to be measured, 
not allowing it to stray onto adjacent 
surfaces or "go over the edge" of a 
part. 
As a rule-of-thumb, the sensor 
dimension should be no greater than 60% 
of the adjacent flat target dimension 
for unguarded probes, and no greater 
than 80% for guarded probes. (For 
example. to measure thickness of a 1" 
wide steel strip, any unguarded sensor 
size up to 0.6" dia. or any guarded 
sensor size up to 0 . 8 "  dia., would be 
appropriate). For cylindrical and 
spherical surfaces. even tighter limit- 
ations are placed on sensor size, worst 
case being that sensor diameter should 
be no greater than 20% of target diam- 
eter. Provided these guidelines are 
followed, linearity deviations are min- 
imal despite the surface curvature. 
The second implication of better 
spatial resolution is that smaller 
sensors can more properly resolve small 
surface features on a part. Capacitive 
sensors, by virtue of their f i e l d  
sensing technique, inherently "average" 
the height of the sensor from the 
target surface. Therefore, if surface 
profile or flatness of a textured surf- 
ace is being measured, smaller sensors 
may be preferred, (see Figure 11). 
I sensors I 
Sensu 'A' Sensor'B' Senow 'C' 
I FIGURE 11 SPATIAL RESOLUTION I 
It should not be concluded from 
the preceding comments that this inher- 
ent surface averaging by capacitive 
sensors is always a negative charact- 
eristic. For instance, by excluding or 
"averaging out" the surface roughness 
of a part, a capacitive reading of 
dimension may aometimes be closer to 
the fiiiictionnl surface of a part than a 
C<JYltclCt reading. 
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One clever way of improving spat- 
ial resolution without reducing sensor 
size, is to use a rectangular-shaped, 
"atripe" sensor instead of the conven- 
tional round sensor. BY aligning the 
stripe parallel to the direction of 
long features expected on an inspected 
part, better results are obtained. 
However since spatial resolution wors- 
ens in the orthogonal axis, this option 
only makes sense in certain applic- 
at ions . 
Accuracy is better at smaller 
operating ranges. In this respect, 
capacitive gaging is no different from 
most instrumentation of any kjnd. There 
is typically an advantage in limiting 
the range of an instrument to almost 
the range you expect to measure. This 
is because some components of the 
ultimate "accuracy" specification are 
inevitably a certain p e r c e n t a g e  of 
range (linearity for instance). 
In summary then, the general appr- 
oach to selecting an appropriate sensor 
size is this , . .  Select an operating 
range by determining the expected range 
of target motion ( o r  height change or 
other dimensional variation). For this 
operating range, establish what sensor 
size options are available. T h e n  select 
the largest size consistent, with spat- 
ial resolution needs (size, shqpe and 
surface features of the item to be 
measured should be considered). This 
process may need to be iterated to 
arrive at an optimal solution 
3.4 TARGET GROUNDING 
The capacitive probe theory devel- 
oped in Section 2 assumed that the 
target was grounded to t h e  remote 
electronics. In many applications this 
is, in fact, the case. In other applic- 
ations it is easy to attat:h a ground 
return to the target. If so, then this 
is recommended for the best measurement 
stability and accuracy 
In a number of cases i t .  i o  either 
undesirable, difficult or impossible to 
attach a ground return, especially for 
applications requiring an e n t i r e l y  
non-contact solution. Fortunately, in 
most of these cases, the effects of an 
imperfect ground are negligible and 
capacitive gaging works reliably and 
well. 
series with the sensor/target capacitor 
( C S ) .  For the added capacitance to have 
negligible effect on the transduction 
scheme it should be l a r g e  relative to 
the sensor/target capacitance. In appl- 
ications where this is not the case and 
the added capacitance (Cg) ie small 
enough to impact the measurement, it 
needs to be stable also. otherwise 
differences in capacitance to ground 
will appear as target movement on the 
gage. 
I FIGURE 12 NON4OEAL TARGET GROUNDING I 
To roughly estimate the importance 
of a non-ideal ground in a particular 
application, one can compute the ratio: 
C g / C s .  If greater than 1000, then it 
can be ignored in most cases, as its 
effect will be less than that from 
other error sources such as nonlinear- 
ity. This is usually the case unless 
the measured part is particularly small 
and isolated, and/or rests on a thick 
dielectric material. Special hardware 
configurations are available for such 
cases. 
3.5 DIELECTRIC APPLICATIONS 
A non-ideal ground return may be 
represented in a circuit diagram (see 
Figure 1 2 )  by another capacit.or (Cg) in 
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While the probe theory assumed 
that the part to be measured may be 
considered as one plate of a parallel 
plate capacitor, there are many applic- 
ations where the measured part is made 
of dielectric material. Clearly, this 
may not be considered analogous to a 
conductive plate! Nevertheless, there 
are many applications involving dielec- 
tric materials which can be solved very 
well using capacitive techniques. 
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One common application involves 
thicknese meaeurement of thin sheets of 
plastic, ceramic, glass and other 
dielectric materials. A typical appr- 
oach here is to rigidly fixture a 
guarded probe over a grounded metallic 
backplane. This establishes a classic, 
parallel electric field in the gap. 
When dielectric material is inserted 
into the gap, the capacitance changes 
according to material thickness and 
dielectric constant. After appropriate 
scaling for the dielectric constant of 
the material. this capacitance change 
can be converted into a thickness 
signal. This scheme works beet when the 
material thickness is much less than 
the sensor dimension and when its 
dielectric constant is moderate in 
value and very uniform. 
Another common application ie to 
measure the position of a dielectric 
surface, (this was discussed in Section 
2 . 3 . 4 ) .  Here the appropriate hardware 
is an unguarded, active probe with a 
breakpoint linearizing scheme in the 
remote electronics. In this case, a 
grounded backplane is deliberately 
avoided, so that the electric field is 
established between the sensor face and 
its grounded probe housing. The diel- 
ectric material distorts the field in a 
repeatable manner which can be empir- 
ically determined and then linearized 
with appropriate breakpoints. This 
scheme works best when the material 
thickness is of the same order as the 
sensor dimension or greater and when 
its dielectric constant is high in 
value and very uniform. 
3.6 ENVIRONHBNTAL FACTORS 
There are many industrial applic- 
ations where gaging needs to be done in 
R wet. oily or dirty environment. Often 
the parts need to be inspected prior to 
cleaning operations, SO an awareness of 
the issues involved with capacitive 
gaging is warranted. 
Generally speaking, dirt, oil and 
water represent potential sources of 
error. They are dielectric materiale 
and will be measured as such if they 
are present anywhere in the sensor/ 
target gap. The magnitude of the error 
will depend on contaminant thickness 
and dielectric constant. 
Specks of dirt on the probe face, 
on the target surface or in the air gap 
between will not be a problem. Even if 
the dielectric constant happens to be 
high, the "thic*rtess" (if spread over 
the sensed area 
oil, dirt or dust 
face or the 
is minute. Layers of 
on either the probe 
target surface will 
influence the measurement, making the 
target surface underneath appear closer 
to the probe than it really is. 
Depending on the application, adequate 
compensation for this effect may be 
possible. However even this becomes 
difficult if the layer of contaminant 
varies. 
Droplets of water on either the 
probe face or the target surface 
beneath the sensor should be avoided. 
Water has a very high dielectric const- 
ant and results in major capacitance 
changes in the probe gap. For applic- 
ations where water or coolant splashing 
is likely, a common remedy is to aim 
compressed air jets at the probe face 
and/or the target surface. (Normal 
atmospheric humidity variations are not 
a problem unless condensation occurs). 
3.7 PIXTURING 
For every application, some fixt- 
uring is required to position the 
probe(s) correctly with respect to the 
part(s) and feature(s) being measured. 
For some commonly encountered applic- 
ations, dedicated fixturing products 
are available. For general purpose 
gaging. generic fixturing developed for 
contact gages (dial indicator stands, 
height gage stands, etc.) can be used, 
simply by substituting the capacitive 
probe for the contact probe. In many 
other applications, custom fixturing 
will be the best or only choice. 
When considering fixture design, 
issues such as thermal stability. creep 
and vibration of the mechanical comp- 
onents need to be addressed. This is 
especially true for those applications 
where a great degree of precision is 
required. Given the capability of 
capacitive gaging equipment to resolve 
dimensions and displacements to a 
fraction of a microinch, the practical 
limitations of meaeurement in a high 
precision application may well be 
determined by the limitations of the 
mechanical fixturing used. (Clearly, 
thermal expansion and contraction of 
the measured part itself should also be 
minimized in these high precision appl- 
ications, usually by controlling the 
ambient temperature). 
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3.8 PRODUCT ALTERNATIVES 
A variety of product alternatives 
exist to meet different customer needs. 
Certainly a range of probes of differ- 
ent shapes and sizes have evolved over 
the years to fit various space limit- 
ations, part configurations and fixtur- 
ing constraints that exist in the 
gaging world (see Figure 1 3 ) .  A range 
of different electronics packages is 
also available. A summary of the alter- 
natives is presented below. 
OEH Boards. These analog boards 
comprise front end electronics for the 
probe interface, linearizing circuitry 
and calibration controls. They require 
DC power input (typically t/- 15 Volts. 
regulated) and provide an analog output 
of displacement only (typically + / -  10 
Volts DC). They have no display and no 
displacement output processing funct- 
ions (peak capturing etc.). They are 
supplied as either bare boards or in an 
enclosure with input and output conn- 
ectors. OEM boards and probes represent 
an inexpensive and convenient option 
for Original Equipment Manufacturers 
with a need for including non-contact 
gaging capability in their products. 
Benchtop Instruments. Instrument 
consoles include not only the necessary 
probe front end/linearizing circuitry, 
but also a power transformer, display, 
console housing and convenient connect- 
ions to the "outside world" ( A C  power 
cord, probe connector(s), analog out.put 
connectors, calibrat,jon/setup controls 
etc.). The consoles a r e  usually of mod- 
ular design, which allows for inclusion 
of a second channel and various displ- 
acement signal proressing functions 
(peak holding. T.1.k. output, addition 
and subtraction of two channels, etc.). 
Benchtop instruments (see Figure 1 4 1 ,  
represent a very convenient, portable 
and easy- t o -use  option for a great 
variety of end-user applications, in 
inspection rooms, R & D work areas and 
on the factory floor. 
Personal Computer Board. A new 
product release for 1987 is a Personal 
Computer-based capacitive gaging board, 
(see Figure 15). This board includes an 
analog front end and connectors for two 
probes, linearization circuitry, an 
analog-to-digital converter and a PC 
Bus interface. The board fills one 
vacant slot in a PC. The board gener- 
ates displacement data in computer 
format BO t h a t .  manipulation of the data 
is more eaGi l y  performed. This allows 
considerablr flexibility in calculating 
complex parameters and also in handl- 
ing, storing and analyzing measurement 
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data. As a bare board and probes, this 
product will suit OEM needs, and when 
mated to a PC will perform ae a 
powerful benchtop instrument. 
Syeteme. Various turnkey systems 
are available, incorporating capacitive 
gaging hardware, for solving specific 
measurement problems. Some systems are 
manual, many are automated to various 
degrees. They address a particular 
industry need and include all necessary 
mechanical, electrical and electronic 
hardware necessary to meet the need. 
Examples include manual equipment for 
measuring thickness of computer hard 
disks at various stages of manufacture, 
and highly automated silicon wafer 
sorters which measure and sort more 
than a thousand wafers per hour. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Capacitive gaging equipment is 
used in a great variety of applications 
in many different industries. Several 
examples illustrative of this diversity 
are discussed below. 
4.2 COWUTER HARD DISK TESTING 
Mechanical performance testing of 
hard disk drives for computere repres- 
ents quite a challenge. The need is to 
qualify an assembly of a precision, 
motorized spindle and (at leaat) one 
plated aluminum disk which is clamped 
to it. Axial  runout of the disk is 
critical since, in operation. a read/ 
write head will index across the epinn- 
ing disk only microinches above it. If 
the runout is too great, or its rate of 
change is too great, the head will not 
stay within its height limits and read/ 
write errors will occur. In ..evere 
cases, .the head may "crash" into the 
disk surface, resulting in permanent 
damage to disk &/or head. So dynamic 
testing of each assembly at rated speed 
(3600 RPM, typically) is the industry 
practice. Each recording surface is 
characterized prior to a head being 
installed. 
What makes this measurement task 
eo challenging? High frequency response 
is needed, since the higher frequency 
components of the runout waveform are 
potentially moet troublesome. Microinch 
resolution is called for aa the accept- 
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able  "window" o f  h e a d - t o - d i s k  h e i g h t  is 
o n l y  a few m i c r o i n c h e s  h i g h .  The  d i s k  
h a s  a m i r r o r - f i n i s h  a n d  is assembled 
and  t e s t e d  i n  a c l e a n  room e n v i r o n m e n t ,  
80 t h e  measurement  method n e e d s  t o  b e  
b o t h  n o n - c o n t a c t  and  n o n - c o n t a m i n a t i n g .  
Material r e s i s t i v i t y  and  t h i c k n e s s  o f  
t h e  aluminum s u b s t r a t e  and  t h e  p la ted  
l a y e r s  w i l l  v a r y ,  so a method which  is 
i n s e n s i t i v e  t o  t h e s e  factors  is p r e f -  
erred. P r o b e s  n e e d  t o  be small enough  
t o  f i t  w i t h i n  t h e  c o n f i n e s  o f  a h a r d  
d i s k  h o u s i n g .  
C a p a c i t i v e  g a g i n g  is t h e  o n l y  
method c a p a b l e  o f  m e e t i n g  a l l  t h e s e  
r e q u i r e m e n t s  i n  a p r o d u c t i o n  s e t t i n g .  
Not o n l y  is c a p a c i t i v e  g a g i n g  u s e d  t o  
test  f i n a l  a s s e m b l i e s ,  b u t  a l s o  comp- 
o n e n t s ;  d i s k s  a t  v a r i o u s  s t a g e s  o f  
m a n u f a c t u r e ,  s p i n d l e s  and  b e a r i n g s .  I t  
is n o t  s u r p r i n i n g ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  t h i s  
r e p r e s e n t s  o n e  o f  t h e  major m a r k e t s  f o r  
c a p a c i t i v e  g a g i n g  p r o d u c t s .  
t h e  r e t u r n  s p r i n g ,  wh ich  f o r c i b l y  
r e t u r n s  t h e  r e l ay  c o n t a c t s  t o  a n  "open"  
p o s i t i o n  a f t e r  t h e  s o l e n o i d  is 
d e - e n e r g i z e d .  Shou ld  t h e  " t r a v e l "  o r  
" t h r o w "  o f  t h e  s p r i n g  be too s h o r t ,  
t h e n  t h e  r e t u r n  force may n o t  r e l i a b l y  
c h a n g e  t h e  s w i t c h i n g  s t a t e .  I f  i t  is 
too  l o n g ,  t h e n  t h e  s p r i n g  stresses may 
lead t o  a n  ea r ly  f a t i g u e  f a i l u r e .  
A t t e m p t s  a t  u s i n g  c o n t a c t  me thods  
u s u a l l y  f a i l .  Even t h e  " l i g h t "  c o n t a c t  
f o r c e  of a d i a l  g a g e  is s u f f i c i e n t  t o  
s u b s t a n t i a l l y  c o u n t e r r a c t  t h e  t r a v e l  o f  
t h e  leaf  e p r i n g ,  which  may be o n l y  a 
few t h o u e a n d t h s  of a n  i n c h  t h i c k .  H o w -  
e v e r  a c a p a c i t i v e  gage w i l l  m e a s u r e  t h e  
th row w i t h o u t  i n t r u s i o n .  The  e lec t r ic  
f i e l d  d o e s  n o t  p e n e t r a t e  t h e  s p r i n g  
s u r f a c e ,  so t h e  i n s t r u m e n t  r e s p o n s e  i s  
t o t a l l y  u n a f f e c t e d  b y  p o s i t i o n  o r  move- 
ment o f  a d j a c e n t  componen t s  i n  t h e  
s w i t c h .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t  
g e n e r a t e s  a d i r e c t  e lec t r ica l  o u t p u t ,  
a l l o w i n g  f o r  a u t o m a t i o n  o f  t h e  t e s t i n g  
p r o c e s s .  
4 . 3  CERAMIC B L A N K S  
4 . 5  BRAKE PADS 
Ceramic s u b s t r a t e s  are  u s e d  
e x t e n s i v e l y  i n  t h e  e l e c t r o n i c s  i n d u s t r y  
as carr iers  f o r  i n t e g r a t e d  c i r c u i t  
d e v i c e s .  The raw material  is a ceramic 
paetcs whJch i c i  cr is t ,  o n t o  n , y l a r  f i l m  and  
d r i e d .  The sheets a r e  (:ut i n t o  e a s i l y  
managed " b l a n k s "  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  s i x  
i n c h e s  s q u a r e ,  ntid t .he myl:+r b a c k i n g  is 
removed.  T h e  h ln i ik s  are measured  f o r  
u n i f o r m i  t.y o f  t h i c k n e l j s  Hnd t h e n  f i r e d  
i n  an  oven. 
C o n t a c t  meatiuremerlt o f  t h i c k n e c f i  
on t h e  " g r e e n " ,  or unf  i r e d ,  m a t e r i a l  is 
d t f f i c u l t .  The mater ia l  i s  q u i t e  s o f t .  
SfJ micrometers t e n d  t o  compress i t .  
T h i s  l e a d s  t o  measurr:.mpnts which  v a r y  
from operat,or t,o o p e r n t . ~ j r  and  may 
c rea te  a r e a n  of reducr:d : ; . : c t i on  i n  t h e  
f i n i s h e d  product ,  Manual measu remen t  o f  
a b a t c h  o f  b l a n k s  is a l s o  q u i t e  s l o w .  
S p e c i a l l y  c a l i b r a t e d  c a p a c i t i v e  
gagee a re  well s u i t e d  h e r e .  A b l a n k  is 
s i m p l y  i n s e r t e d  i n t o  the f i x e d  gap 
be tween  setisor and  b a c k p l a n e  and  t h e  
t h i c k n e s s  is d i e p l a y e d .  T h e r e  is no  
c o m p r e s s i o n  o f  mater ia l  and  s o r t i n g  
t h r o u g h p u t  is  much improved .  
4 . 4  RELAY GWITCHKS 
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Automot ive  b r a k e  p a d s  are  d e s i g n e d  
t o  h a v e  a n  " a g g r e s s i v e " ,  h i g h - f r i c t i o n  
s u r f a c e .  T h i s  m a k e s  them r a t h e r  d i f f i c -  
u l t  t o  measu re  w i t h  contact m e t h o d s ,  as  
a b r a s i o n  and  wear o n  t h e  c o n t a c t  s u r f -  
aces is s u b s t a n t i a l .  T h i s  is espec ia l ly  
t r u e  f o r  o n - l i n e ,  t h i c k n e s s  measu re -  
men t s  where  t h e r e  is r e l a t i v e  m o t i o n  
be tween p a d s  and  p r o b e  
C a p a c i t i v e  gages c a n  be u s e d  t o  
a d v a n t a g e  h e r e .  The measu red  s u r f a c e  is 
u s u a l l y  f l a t  and  i n c h e s  wide. Thia 
p e r m i t s  t h e  use of larger s e n 6 o r ~  which  
are much less s e n s i t i v e  t o  t h e  u s u a l  
i n h o m o g e n e i t y  of t h e  pad mater ia l  ( a  
m i x t u r e  of  metallic a n d  o r g a n i c  s u b s t -  
a n c e s ) .  The probe c a n  b e  f i x t u r e d  w e l l  
a b o v e  t h e  rough  and  " i n t e r r u p t e d "  
s u r f a c e  which  is p r e s e n t e d  by  i n d i v -  
i d u a l  p a d s  s l i d i n g  b y .  
Making measu remen t s  a n d  a n a l y z i n g  
t h e  r e s u l t s  is t h e  o n l y  way t o  q u a n t i f y  
" P r o d u c t  Q u a l i t y " .  T h u s ,  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  
e n t e r p r i s e s  are making more m e a s u r e -  
m e n t s ,  on  more p r o d u c t s ,  a t  more s tages  
i n  t h e i r  p r o c e s s e s  t.han e v e r  b e f o r e .  
Many d i m e n s i o n a l  g a g i n g  a p p l i c a t i o r i r ;  
r ~ r i < l  ri+:edn arc: n i i r t ' . w l r i g  wh I c : h  cannot 1 1 1 .  
harid l e d  by t r a d  1 t l o r i n  I H)QruHChOl! , i i o  
i n t e r e s t  in t h e  tion - ( : o n t w t  t e c h n o 1  - 
l o g i e R  i a  p a r t i c u l a r l y  a t r o n g .  
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Capacitive gaging manufacturers are responding with 
new products which offer not only better transduction per- 
formance, but also an easier interface for adding automa- 
tion and data analysis capability. 
As the price of personal computers, with all their im- 
pressive data processing power, now approaches that of 
conventional benchtop instruments, the outlook seems 
clear. Computer-based "Quality Gages" will increasingly 
find their way into tomorrows' dimensional gaging world. 
(The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Noel 
Poduje and Karen Willis of ADE Corp. in producing this arfi- 
d e . )  
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FIGURE 15 A CAPACITIVE GAGING BOARD AND PROBES 
(FOREGROUND), FOR INSTALLATION INTO 
A PERSONAL COMPUTER (BACKGROUND) 
FIGURE 13 A VARIETY OF CAPACITIVE PROBES IS AVAILABLE 
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FIGUHE 14 A BENCHTOP INSTRUMENT CONSOLE 
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